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ABSTRACT 
This thesis investigates the relationship between Mexico and the United States, 
specifically in temlS of the impact of ongoing trends m drug smugglmg and illegal 
immigration. The work begins with a rcview of the historical development process in 
each country, a discussion of the meaning of the border relationship, and the placement of 
drug traffickmg and immigration issues within their current contexts. Following thiS 
mtroduction 10 the issues, drug trafficking and immigration are each explored in depth 
The research effort concludes that economic motivations are at the root of problems 
stemming from the issues of drug traffickmg and immiJ,'T3tion, and that the traditional 
paradigms of the Mc\ico-US relationship, as well as a profusion of political 
finger-pointing, pruhibit it from evolving into the partnership necessary for the continued 
development and prospenty of the two countries Rccommendations include 
ackno\~·ledgmg the hislOncal and cultural differenCt~ at work in the countries. an 
"dmomtlOn agmnsl US intemal involvcmcnt In Mexlco, and sn·eral more specific 
recommendations for dealing with the problems of drugs and immigration that were 
iden!1fied during the research 
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To analyze the rclatiomhip between Mexico and the United States is to examine the 
encounter of m'o cultures transplanted from the European Continent to North America, 
with their differences and rivalries, The historical sequence of encounters, interaction 
and consequences has detennined the dynamic of their relationshIp. As a result of the 
changmg global situation, despite the asymmetry of power between these two nation~ 
theIr natIOnal interest~ lend to converge because they share a 2,000 mile land border. For 
Mexico thi, fatal proximity prompted the phrase "Alas, Poor Mexico, so far from God 
and so close to the Lmted State, '" 
In the comcmporaf} period many negati\e e('onomie. soci<ll and political trend~ are 
affecting both coumnes, These threats arc growmg and may continue to deteriorate the 
bIlateral relationship with additional negati\e effect~ in othcr important areas 
Essentially, thesc are the existence ofa huge demand for drugs III the United States, and 
the 10\," IIlcome of many peasants in several areas of Mexico, "The growth of the drug 
trafficking as industf}- comes from the big gap that exi~ts between the price and eO~L a 
gap that also keeps some relation with repression,,,l An additIOnal factor is a rapid 
population growth and the ineapaclty ofthe Mexican government to provide enough Jobs 
The first probkm is asserted by the Republican Benjamin A, Gilman 
"In short our joint 2,000 mile border is out of control; it is a virtual sieve. and 
our two nations arc reeling under a constant an onslaught of narcodollars that arc 
the poillical, the economic. and social institutions of both of our 
To the second issue, Henry Kissinger and Cyrus Vance argued 
"Mexil:o may well present the most challenging problem for the United States 
in the western hemisphere. Most Americans appreciate the importance of Mexico 
to the United States. However, it is very difficult to know how to deal with the 
complex . It would be unrealistic to assume that there is simple, 
global solution for of the issues m such a complex problem. We believe. 
howevcr, that Mexican-American relations deserve high priority.'" 
The end of the Cold War is a framework of good opportumties to impro\e the 
binational relatiomhlp. Then: are some barriers that should be overcome beton; these 
two Jifj(;rent cultures can ,"vorl; together in a joint effort to face and impro"\"e their futurc. 
The recent sir,.'l1ature of the NAFT A (North American Free Trade Agre..:ment) i~ a good 
~kp toward., improving the relationship in the Korth-American sub-continent. Although 
11 IS an economic agrccmcnt lD origin, It also carrics some envlTonmcntal and ~oc'lal 
regulatIOns m the so-called "paralld agreements." Thus. the impact of thi~ ewnomic: 
accord WIll bc fclt ill the social, political and military fields. 
The prohlems within the MeXlco-Vmted States relationship involvc mynad 
comple>.. variables. The mterrelationsrups among these problems are interconnected in a 
complex net that!s difficult to untangle. So, in order to narrow the scope of this study. 1 
will focus on drugs such a~ marijuana, heroin, and cocaine. because of their importance in 
Images of Mexico In the UnIted Slal(',. p.4 
the Illegal drug trade between Mexico and the Uillted States. It also focuses on other 
rel3tcd problems, such as immigration, cOnuptiOll and violence. bec,IU~e of thelr deep 
Implications III the relationship 
For the expert in Latin American affairs, Chapter Two may appear as a detour to 
the focus on the drug-trafficking problem. But it is in precisdy this moment where the 
reader has the opportunity to pendrate the Latin American mind, because the average 
citizen of the Umted States does not know much about the countries to the south of the 
Rio Bravo (Rio Grande). The United States pays considerable attention to European and 
ASWll affairs. but general knowledge of Latin American is rare. Chapter Il ends with an 
Identification of the mmn sources ofprob!ems wlthlll the binational Mexico-Cnited Stales 
rchition,hip 
Chapter III analyzes the menacing shadow that underlines the cloud~ ofuncertaint) 
in the pre~ent context. The destabillz.atlOn of underground drug trafficking creates 
threats The menace of drug~ ruin~ the people's \vil! in the consumptIOn markets, and 
pro\okes violence and chaos that tend to destabIlize the security of the producer's 
countries. This chapter also analyzes the Jinks between demand and supply. Because the 
drug market has an inelastic demand, the source of the supply side IS not important 
Drugs can be supplied from any source country in the world, from Asia, Middle East, 
South America. Mexico. They eyen be produced domestically. Ten times more drugs are 
produced than are consumed. In this form 1S created a confhct of common interest in the 
affected countnes, in our special case the United States and Mexico. 
Chapter IV is the core of this study. Here the reader can appreciate how the weaker 
country is expertly used as a scapcgoat for hiddcn purposcs. The media. politicians. 
nllddle rank officers and even those people with enough money use the Mexican people 
and their systems, magnifying their mistakes while concealing their virtues. In their 
destructive criticizing, they look for the thorn in their neighbor's eye while tI)'ing to 
forget the post in their own eye, They exalt and move the masses as a mean~ to achieve 
their selfish mterests. This jeopardizes the relationship and diminishes opportunities to 
acbic\'e coopcration. and thus the devclopment ofa bettcr hfe 
Chapter V describes NAFTA and its implications. It highlights free trade In the 
hemisphere as the cornerstone of a new era of lIlter-American cooperation. I emphaSize 
the need for Mexlco's econOlll1C dcvelopment willIe the Umted Statcs continues as a 
hegcmolllc power, NAFT A creates a new em'ironment to structure joint poli(:]~~ to 
achie\ e progress. tlllIs reducmg the drug trafficking and immigration problems thaI affcct 
the rebtlOnship between MeXICO and the United States. 
1n this study, I attempt to analyzc tbe relationships of MexIco and the united States 
III the ]\;AFTA, environment, despite the aggravations represented by the dynamiCs of 
drugs and 11l1llllgration. Both are menacing shades lifted beforc the relatIOnship of 
industrialized and developing countries against the advantages that NAFTA could 
faCIlitate m reducing these prOblems 
II. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEXICO AND THE rNITED STATES. 
"I know him only so far as I know him; and all of that depends as fully on 
who J am as on who he is". James Agee 
A. INTRODL'CTION 
\\'hat difference can provoke a distorted image of a neighbor? How can hlS history. 
belief", problems and needs. aspirations and dreams affect us? It is pos~ible to answer 
each on~ of these questions; but i, it fca~ible to do so without at least a baSIC knowledge 
of IllS ongllf.' 
To nnalyzc lhe relationship of \1exico and of the Umted States, it is convenient to 
fir,! conSider thc factor~ th,,! produced the behavIOr of their societ]e.'i, and then summanze 
their htstoncal relationshtp to analyze the present We are thus abk to glimpse their 
future 
"! he relatlOn~hjr bemeell MeXICO and the United States IS full of misundastandings 
and escalated dllTicultles up to the level of anned confltct. Conflicts h~\'e been generated 
by the different dcwlopment processes of both countries; the intended kick of 
understanding between both cultures; and sharp dIrect contact bet'\'ccn tv.'o so distinct 
natIOns 
The encounter was given artificially, by the tran~plant of population of tv.·o 
european regions with dIfferent cultural heritage to an adjacent space in what was called 
the New World The brusque encounter traumatized both countries, heirs of those 
european cultures In words of Bruce Babblt, "MCX1CO and thc United States are ulllted 
by geograph} and divided by history ,,< 
B. COMPARATIVE HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES 
The conquest, colonization, independence and the consolidatlOn processes of 
Mexico and the United States are not para!lel developments at all. These events took 
place in different situations and times. and v.-erc affected by differing geographlc 
environment.;.. chronologies. the potentiality of thc indigenous and european cultun::~ in 
their em:ounter; and their development proeesse~ 
1. Conquest 
In Mexico, Spa1l1 began a bloody conquest of a vast lemtory, imposed a 
religion" and ffilxed v.jth the indjgenou~ population. Spain fought to destroy th~ pM erful 
and bloodthirsty Aztecs. Ihe Tarascan warriors. and the educated Mayans Spani.,h 
conquerors bumed and destroyed thell· shrmes and buildings in an attempt to change their 
religiOUS traditions to obtain their subordination And because they were victoriolls the 
soldiers coupled wilh the native females 
In the Umted States England began the colonizing' process 1Il an adverse area 
hecause of the inclemem winter; its first accession survived thanh to the support 
proVIded by the scattered indigenou~ population in the area. "The religion in the New 
English Colonie~ i~ established with cults freedom for the Christians rehgions except 
Catholics and Unitarians".! lIs settling process was accomplished in a reduced area that 
was gradually enlarged throughout the Atlantic coast to maintain trade with England. 
This initiated a continuous and open multinational immigration process •. mainly British 
and North European .. parallel to an integrating trend among the colonies 
So, while in \1exlco the Clmquest IS a brutal impOSition proces~; in the 1:nited 
Stale~ It is an expanslOn process of the European civilization 
2. Colony 
l)unng the settlement process :-.<ew Spain pemitted only Spanish immigranls 
who retained political. economical, social and military powel. TIllS policy provoked a 
confhct with the de~cendants of the first e"pcdilional)' b'TOUP The system of government 
was centralm'd and lInposed /Tom Spain 
On the contmry. The Rriti~h Colonies featured a multinational social mosaic 
Important aspects ofthc colony included: the equality of rights of the inhabitants within 
the British Empirc; the freedom of private investment; and the minimal governmental 
control from the British metropolls, thus began an integration process which drC\\ the 
Colonies into a Federation, prompted a draft of a Constitution, and established a unique 
democratic system for the colony.'o 
The two nations thus developed different governmental systems While Mexico 
grew in a centralized system, the United States developed in a democratic amI federal 
process that was completely decentralized from the metropolis. 
3. Independence 
The independence proces~ in the English colonies v..-as caused by problems 01 
econolTllc and fiscal character" by the end of the Igth Century. The independence 
process of the New Spain, in contrast stcnmlcd from disselll among Creoles supported by 
the Mesti7()~ -- the bulks of the people -- v.·ho together soughl politilal separation from 
Spain at the begirullng oflhc 19th century· 
TllU~. whilc m thc fonner Bntlsh colonies the mdependence proCC5S was an 
economic and political issue" that i;ulminaled in 1776, in Nev. Spam the independence 
process was a political and social one" that culminated m 11)25 
~.189 RIQckadp Decree t() the FortrE'~> of S~n Ju~n de UluJ, 111;(10 y (onwlldJci6n dp Nuestra 
tmjpp"nd"nci.l. Kf'vi,IJ S.ccr!'tdf'a d~ Mdrin~ ~ep-Ocl 92 p.27 
4. Consolidation Process 
As a consequence of different independence pro<.:esses. both nation, face their 
fatc with diffen:nt per~pectiyes on life. Mexico continued to be bled in internal struggles: 
as a nation it dld not find stability due to its lack of cohesion. Its economy dechned 
through the time, based on the traditional Hacienda with its consequence: the 
cacicazgo." Externally, Mexico's foreign affairs were tinged with the coven aspirations 
from European powers that bloodied the country So began a fluctuating process of 
external mterventions and isolation 
The United States, with a national unity only bloodied by the Civil War; caused 
jt~ econumy to grow through its flourishing indu~try_ Externally, it app!Jed lIS hegemonic 
Wlli in the Western Hemisphere through the Monroe Doctrine l'. while malntaining a 
relatjn;ly rcspe<.:tful and good relallon with the European powers 
5. American Expansionism 
At the end or the X\'IIl century England and its colomc~ with Its large 
populatlOn launched west\\ard to conquer far more than the Appalachian ~ts. and 
deprive France from its Ameri<.:3n territory', New France The expansionism of the United 
States was continLllJU5, following the Manifest Desnny.'" The Cnited States fought and 
grew westward to reach the rich California coast of the Pacific Ocean. Expansion 
stopped only when it reached the existing Southeastern border of Mexico. 
Figure 1. American Expansion, 1783-1898. 
C. THE MEANING OF THE BORDER. 
Since 1848, the Mexican-US border also marks the limit between two Americas --
the Latin and the Anglo-Saxon. But what makes this border so striking without a doubt is 
that it fonns the separation between two contrasting worlds: the world of the 
industrialized countries and the world of the developing ones. The relationship between 
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Mexico and the United States developed. as Mario Ojeda argucs, "in a framework of an 
increasmg as),llliIletry in power and economic and technological disparity "'" 
Thus the fundamental geographic line between Mexico and the United States is abo 
the partition line ofpojitlcal. cultural, economical, and militarily divergences, 
I. Political Issues 
Organizational study has shown that the power differential bctv.:een both 
countries affects their diplomatic negotiations and foreign policy options: while their 
hi~toric heritage affects it~ respectiye procedures 
u. Global LeadershiplDevelopinp CU/JI/try 
Traditionally. the LTnited States has practiced Its foreign policy to\\'3rd Latm 
America With a certain scom Jt has viewed all the countries "South of the Border" a~ a 
"backyard"" -- as ~ome Umted States scholars refers to the Latm Amenean countries--
thai is, as senmd class powers where the United States has applied, in an hegemonic 
manner. a Wide range of polleles. These poliCies vary from the Manifest Destiny and 
Monroe Doctrinc, among others, through thc Good Neighbor Policy and the Alliance for 
Progre~~ The techmques used to apphcd these policies ranged from diplomacy to 
coercion. on which the United States places its national goals over and abo\c the national 
interest of the Lalm American countries 
MMIO Ojeda The Futuw Dr MeXICO-US RelatiOns. In US-M~"ico Relation,. fLunomi~ d"d 
issu~, he mention'> th~t "in the L'::' 
II 
After V,r\V!1, Mexico abandoned its fonner policy of isolatlon, and increased 
its activism as a world actor. In international forums it defied the will of the Cniled 
Stat<:~ Mexico's voice has taken force within the developmg countries. It has acted more 
to balance power as one of the Third World Leaders,lo rather than joining the bandwagon 
as a weak state in the shadow of the United States. Frank Tanncnbaum suggested that 
"Mexico had been the anvil of AmerIcan foreign policy.")O 
On hehalf of these divergences, the United State~ has inconSIstently applied 
umlateml actions more against than III favor of Mexico's national mterest such as 
Operation Intercept in 1969'; and 1986, the imposition of 1O'?'" surcharge on imports in 
the summer of 1971," and the tounsm bOY(;olI by US Jews In 1977,'-' creating a hacking 
down in tile international relationship and also a conflict of interest. As a result, both 
sides uf the reJatlOnship are WOT~e off because of the increasmg interdependence caused 
hy Its geographIC \'icimt) Although the United Swtcs is simultaneously hanned b: 
pUnishment MeXICO ha, been hanned even more_ That is why. with the "Mexican's 
humor" it has been saId that "wilen the Unlled Slates ha~ the flu, !V1exico ha~ 
pneumoma 
5<0''' M(lr~ Brm_kr OppratlOn Reartion~_ M"",co City X[Q Canal 9 telf"v,,,rm 02:00 G!"n 
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h. GOI'ernment Systems 
Both countrie~ have ~imilar gO\emmental structural organizatiom a~ federal 
rcpublK~. and are representative democracie~ The spirits of their respecti\e 
Constitutions are also similar but, there are some dIfferences because of their historic 
heritage. Thus, their government systems act differently and create certain conf1ict~ 
withm their relationship 
One of the major differences between the two cuuntries' institutional systems 
i~ thaI the US System takes ils economIc and political foundation from a Prote~tant 
parhamentary tradItion of decentralized, independent decision making: the Mexican 
System, in contra,t, reflects the Spani~h Monarchic authoritarianism and centrahst 
heritage of the Spanish presence during the colomal period It also reflects the fingerprint 
oflhe Cillholic Church 
TI1:, existence oj "lobby groups" IS another reailty In the United States. The 
democratic process facilItates such prc%ure. Its impact on national inleTe~t is difficult for 
the oubide observer to understand, as a basis faT detennilllng national policies. In 
Mexico, polltlcal pressure lS manifested directly through UnioJl~ and other politicdl 
organizallOns. although mo~t of them are integrated in one pohncal part)!"", the PRJ 
{Revolutionary Institutional Party) 
13 
2. Economic Issues 
Existing economic differences in the border region are among the most dramallc 
contrasts between the contiguous natlOns. Along the border an observer can see poverty 
and opulence, unemployment and high salaries, resignation and faith. T wo culture~ hve 
slde by side, separated only by the strands of wire fences and ultimately by metallic 
walls. Economic divergence has f,,'TO'WIl e\'en greater in recent years despite the progress 
that \1exil:o has recorded. 
Figure 2. The Mexican-US Border. 
There is no question that the contrast between the two economies threatens the 
interaction between Mexico and the L'S. The effects can be obsened in the flow of 
capital southward and northward respectively, and in the movement of labor northward 
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At night one can see on the Mexican side of the border, the lights of groups waiting for a 
chance to dash north across the border --toward San Antonio, Phoenix, Los Angeles and 
beyond -- people searching for better work opportunities. 
The existence of a big gap between both economies adds to the global leadership 
position of the United States, and highlights this asymmetry of power. Octavio Paz, in 
reference to this asymmetry pointed out: "our relationship with the US is still the 
relationship of strong and weak, oscillating between indifference and abuse, deceit and 
cynicism".'6 
Mexicans, because of the asymmetry ofpewer, hold separate and different views 
about the "quality" of the United States attention and the "quantity" of United States 
power appJied in the relationsrup. Even though Mexicans recognize the big economic 
gap, they do not accept that the United States is trying to impose its will in the 
relationship. On the contrary, Mexicans expect equal treatment from its northern 
neighboring country; and they claim with justifiable conviction that the treatment they 
receive from the United States is unfair. 
In contrast, the United States has neglected Mexico in the relationship due to its 
international agenda as a global leader. It has also relegated Mexico's agenda to a second 
priority, except in some delicate border affairs such as drug trafficking and immigration. 
As a result, there is a conflict of perceptions, "Mexicans often ask the United States to 
pay dose attention and to behave more responsibly toward Mexico. Likewise, US 
Octavio Paz Mexico y los Estado5 Unidos: Posiciones y Contraposicione5. September 29, 
1978 
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criticisms of Mexican policies often boil down to appeals for more responsible behavior 
of the Mexicans." .27 
Alan Riding easily describes this phenomenon: "the Mexican ambassador in 
Washington is an unimportant diplomatic figure, with rare access to the White House; the 
US envoy to Mexico City dominates the local diplomatic scene and meets frequently 
with the President. ,,11 
3. Soclal..culturallssues 
Mexico and the United States are coupled by their vicinity but divorced by 
cultural heritage. Our common border, once divided by empty spaces on far frontiers, is 
filling up as Mexico's population skyrockets towards a hundred million and that of the 
United Stales reaches almost a quarter of a billion. But because of these recent direct 
cultural encounters --within less than one and a half centuries-- the assimilation of 
cultures and thus the similarity has not yet been reached. That is why Riding pointed out, 
"probably nowhere in the world do two countries as different as Mexico and the United 
States live side by side. ,,29 
a. Culturlll Plltterns 
Both countries must understand that divergence in customs takes root with 
regard to their mother countries inheritance. Differences in interests derive from the 
different historical experiences and levels of development. Both customs and interests 
Susan Kaufman Puree!1. Mex!co in Transition. Imp!ications for US Policy Essays from 
Both Sides of the Border. p.&4 
,. Alan Riding. Distant Neighbor5. A portrait of the Mexicans.p.470 
Aland Riding. Distant Neighbors. A portrait of the Mexicans. p.xi 
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tend to converge through the interrelation of the societies and equality in the level of 
development. 
Media plays an important role in the first concept. American television 
progranuning exerts a strong influence in Mexico through its wide variety of programs. 
Mexican television, although less noticed before, has increased its presence in most 
American cities. Media affects the behavior of the population on the opposite side ofthe 
border. On the other hand, the increasing trend of interdependence between both 
societies tends to favor trade; consequently diminishes the economic gap. Thus the 
interests of both societies tend to converge 
b. Traumas 
Historical relations between Mexico and the United states have been 
immensely painful, beginning with the quarrel of two societies over boundaries, colored 
by imperialism, religious and ethnic overtones, and the deprivation of half of Mexico's 
national territory through the forced independence of Texas and the unreighteous 
Mexican War of the United Statesl(l in the first half of the last cent~J. This was 
followed by the application of "Big Stick Diplomacy',)2 and Wilson's policy of 
"Governments' Recognition,,33 in the beginning of this century. 
George B. Tindall. America. A Narrative History. p.544 
Richard D. Erb and Stanley R. Ross. United State. Relations with Me)(ico. Conte)(t and 
Content. p.3 
" "Speak softly, and carry is big stick'. George B. Tindall. America. A Narrative Hislory. 
r,.926 President Woodrow Wilson points out: ''We hold, as ( am sure all thoughtful leaders of 
republican governments everywhere hold, that just government rests upon the consent of the 
governed". Ibid p.978. 
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In the United States, Mexico has been mistakenly viewed as being internally 
feeble and confused; as having a foreign policy that creates problems for U.S interests in 
Central America; and as becoming potentially vulnemble to intervention by external 
actors. Such views are perilous in the sense that they may create a hegemonic nationalist 
wish. Pressure can be exerted on Mexico in a "now that they are down, let's get'em and 
make' em shape up"/' kind of thinking. 
Meanwhile, in Mexico the United States is increasingly misunderstood; as an 
unprincipled and ambivalent superpower in domestic disarray. The vision of the United 
States as a declining power in an increasingly fragmented and hazardous world» does not 
arouse much sympathy or dismay in Mexico 
In synthesis, the "contiguity with the United States has proven a pennanent 
psychological trauma, Mexico cannot come to terms with having lost half of its territory 
to the United States, with Washington's frequent meddling in its political affairs, with the 
US hold on its economy, and with growing cultural penetration by the American way of 
life"'~ without appeal to nationalistic postures and thus, to a special term and 
interpretation of sovereignty. ~Nationalism is an inward looking phenomenon that cannot 
prevent unneighborly acts by the United Sates but enable the country to survive the 
blows.,m 
Susan Kaufman. Mexico in Transition. Implications for US Policy. Essays from Both Side, 
of the Border. p.65 
" General Colin l. Powell .• From Globalism to Regionalism: p.5 
Alan Riding. Distant Neighbors. A portrait of the Mexicans. p.4SS. 
Alan Riding. Distant Neighbors. A portrait of the Mexicans. p.460. 
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4. Military 
Because of the as)'mmetry of power bet\veen Mexico and the United States. the 
perception of their foreign affairs and thl.l~ the identification of external threats were 
d1fferent, The United States looked in the recent past to a "Communism Containment 
Policy". while Mexico searched for development and economic issues that would allo\\ It 
to become a more secure and stable system. These threats thus converge only on the 
non-military threats that affect social stability, economIC growth, and therefore, the SOCIal 
welfare" 
a. Perspectives of Threats 
Due to the tennination of the Cold War, the L:S military is now finding a ncv., 
enemy The enemy is insIde. In the drug cartels, and. after imtJal resIstance. it has 
entered that struggle ",ith considerable enthusiasm. The 000 (Department of Defensc) 
has estahlished a JTF (Joint Ta . ,k Forc:e) under the command of the US Ann)' but with a 
sizable Marine component near the United Slates-Mexican border, Undoubtedly thi~ 
posltion give., them a much mort: visible and active role in the antinarcotlCs arena But It 
~imultaneously creates a feeling of threat to Mexico's national secunt)', especially after 
the 1989 US mten;ention in Panama,'" 
By contrast, Mexico has pursued its extemal national interests with the 
support of a solid ~et of nonns derived from intemationallaw. Its foreign policy is not 
the result of conjuncture or convenience. Foreign polIcy is one of the grand national 
Ri("hnrd H. Ulman, New Thinking About Seeunty 
K,ordan Roe!! MexICO' 5 Ext"rn~1 Relat'on5 III the 1990', 
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traditions, supported by the continuous observance of the Estrada Doctrine ~o principles 
and the support of international law in the world arena. Moreover, the history of Mexico 
demonstrates how the guiding principles of foreign policy emerge and develop through 
the traumatic experiences of threats to national sovereignty 
b. Defense Issues 
In external defense affairs, the shared border of Mexico and the United States 
has provided Mexico with a safety umbrella in case of a global confrontation. Mexico, 
due to asynmletric difference of power, has always been an ally to the United States. 'Ilts 
geographic position has pennitted it to divert defense resources to support thl: 
development of the country by investing less in annaments and more in education and 
welfare." 
On the other hand, the United States has had to increase its defense budget by 
virtue of having a bigger area to cover for its national defense. Due to its hegemonic 
position and world leadership increases in the CS defense budget are considered nonnal 
In comparison with total defense expenditures these do not have great significance. In 
this fonn, the external defense of the region rests on the anncd forces of the United 
States, and Mexico is not considered as an associate in these matters 
Estrada Doctrine: Nonintervention, self-determination of the states, the use of reason over 
for("" lfw importan(t' of political negotiation and compliance with th .. norms of international law 
lorge Vargas. Manual de Derecho Internacional para Q(iciales de la Armada de Mexit:o. PulilicJ 
Internaeional Mexicana 
" See Stephen M. Walt. The Origill5 of ALLIANCES. BalanCing and BandwagoninB 
p.147-180 
" Tladilionally the Government Expenditure in Defense h<>5 been in <I" 1Iverilg" of fl.54% Ih" 
GNP {Gross National Pmdurll; Thill represenls a mililary expenditure of S 9.36 dollars per capita 
While in same period the U,S, ha~ been an average of 5.8 the GNP; and S 994.09 dolla" per cdpilJ 
Data period 1977-1989. 
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D. PROBLE!\1S WITHIN THE CURRENT RELATIONSUIP 
Bulh countries maintam interest in one another's economic de\'clopment and in 
~oclal-politlcal issues because of their increasing interdependency. Currently. Mexico 
and the United Statcs face a series of related domestic problems that should he solved 
through joint effon. Among the social dilemmas underlmed by their degree of threat are 
dnJg addictJOn, dnJg trafficking. arnlS trafficking. violence, corruption, prostitution and 
the loss of moral values. To this IS added the rapid gro",'!h of the population, illlteracy, 
<lnd othcrs Economic problem., include 10'" skilkd labor. low productivity. 
unemployment. racial dIscrimination. low wages and poverty. The interaction of all these 
problems arc present in some mca~ure within both societies and affect each country in the 
lenns of their respective cultures. The political problems that arise due to the differences 
in gOVCI"JUllell1 ~ystem~ act from time to time as multiplier factors that demean the 
relationship This has been a useful tool by politicians and lobby groups to achieve 
hidden 1IllCre<;ts 
As Secretary of State Warren Christopher stressed during the 48th L-:\ General 
Assembly: "These an~ not easy relations. They nen;[ have been. and I doubt if they will 
be in the future. considering Ihe two nations' dlfference in size. culture, and style 
Nevertheless, the relations aTe positiVe, and we are working out our dispute~ with respect" 
he later added " relatlQns between the two nations are about to move into a new era'" 
fernando Solana, Mexico's fonner Secretary of Foreign Relations. declared during the 
meeting "President Chnton has privately and publicly expresscd his respect and interest 
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in bringing the two countries closer in all sorts of areas, There can be no better sign than 
1. Drug Trafficking 
One of the most imponant adverse issue that the United States-Mexican 
relationship faces is drug consumption and drug trafficking. These problems arc 
intimately related to other dilemmas, such as anns traffickmg, violence, corruption and 
prostitution. In the United States the eruption of drug consumption. the consequent 
increase ill drug-related crimes ill many American cities, and the attendant ri~e in media 
coverage of drug Issues clearly stlmulate public awarencss and concern over thc drug 
epidemic 44 Although economic development or the lack of it is often o\'erlooked as a 
core element of the drug production and trade, it is a significant factor in makmg the 
illegal drug trade tempting. Mexico combincs d!llcrent gcographic. econ0mic and social 
characten~tlCs that place 11 in the supply side ofthls illicit trade, while l:nited States IS on 
thc demand ~lde 
So In this fOnTI. the combination of demand and supply of drugs in the 
neighborhuod produces a series of accusatiom and claims that JeopardIzes th~ 
relationship between the United States and Mexico, Meanwhlle, the enonnous profits 
dCflved from the llliCll trade have fueled the grov,1h of violent cnminal orgulllzations 
whose economic resources, political influence, and firepower give them the wherewithal 
M~XI(O City "JOTIM[X 00.1 
The United Stdt!.'S Jr)d Lalin Am!.'rlcJ 
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to destabihzes. intimidate, or, in some cases, to manipulate various national governmenb 
in the region. 4"And if the relatively powerful US government has failed to destroy New 
York'~ famous "five families"'; despite a decades-long campmgn to do so, can the 
comparatively much weaker governments be expected to do better, i.e Colombia or 
Mexico: 
The Mexican debt crisis cannot be blamed as a cause of the drug trade in United 
States. although it is an important part of the problem. Difficult economic conditions 
enhance the seducll\'eness of the drug trade. As pointed by fanner president George 
Bush dunng the Commitment to Democracy and Economic Progress Conference. "drugs 
threalen citizens and CiVll society throughout our hemisphere. Joining force~ in the war 
on drugs IS crucial. There is nothmg to be gained by trying to lay blame and make 
recriminatlOlls. Drug abuse i~ a rTobl~m of both supply and demand and attacking both is 
the only VI ay we can face and defeat the drug menace"'" 
Meanwhile the drug war is fought m the Umted States, which jaih more 
pm:oner~ per capita than any other country: 455 per 100.000. About 20 percent of 
federal prisoners are drug offenders wilh no prior record. no history of \'ioknce and no 
connection WIth any big drug operation;4j and $13.2 billion will be spent in FY 94 on the 
drug campaign $12.2 billion was spent in 1993." 
ThE' United States ~nd latin Amerocd 
No Contamos con Pru\,ha. pMa Arre,tar.1 
Ab'oau ~l Homf'. Political Cnme. By Allthony 
The 1'-,''''' York Times. feb. 8/94 p.A13. Pre"dent Plans to Ra"., l)rUE! Treatment Bud>lE't 
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2. Immigration 
Other complex. acrimonious. and potentially intractable dilemmas trouhle 
relations between the United States and MexIco, two adjacent and relatively friendly 
nations. These revolve around the question of migration. Nowhere else in the world is 
there a boundary between tv.o nations of such remarkably different levels of wealth. The 
combination of the diverse economic policies in the past, the rapid population gro\\ih. 
and the proXimity of economic disparities has created a northward movement of migranb 
that has become a major issue between the two nation~ \ 
Cnemployment in Mexico is not the only reason for Mexican workers to 
emigratfO to the United States. The difference in the level of de\'elopment between the 
two nations and thfO apparent opportunities a\ailabJe to immigrant \\orhrs in the United 
Slatt~" contribute to the perpetuation ofthls phenomenon 
for the UnilfOu States undocumented workers are not just a burden; on the 
contrary. the) represent a posillve element in the economy In fact, if it was not for 
Illegal workers many marginal lands would nevcr bc cultivated, and much hard labor 
would never be accomplished. "Moreover, it has been proved that immigrant workcrs 
pay their taxcs and do not make use of many govcrnment services: thercfore, their net 
contribution to the economy is positive. l-'This dilemma also benefils unscrupulous 
By joseph B. Treaster 
<" RIchard 0 Erb and Stanl",), R. Ross. UnIted State, Relation, wilh ME'x;co. COrltext and 
May 5/94. 04·00 GMT. Tierra Promellda. Twrra Prohibid" 
M",x;,o In Tfansillon. ImplicatIons (or us Policy. Essays fronl 
L;nivi,>on. May 24/94 by .",rmando GULdrTIdrL Reron of 
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politicians who make the immigration a pro or con issue in their campaigns, with the only 
purpo~e of satisfying their ambitions and thirst for power. 
3. Other Issues 
a. Salinity of the Coltlrado River 
In 1944 Mexico and the United States negotiated the International treaty on 
Limits and Waters. The water coming from the United States is completely 
contaminated, and this is because the dam system along the Colorado River is the most 
controlled system in the world. It contains 2,500 km of water controlled by 39 dams that 
at the lower end release into Mexico heavy loads of contaminants from agro-industrial 
resldues. As a result of this contamination. in the period of 1979 - 1992, a total of 30,000 
hectares havc been affected reporting huge losses in wheat crops and also In human 
lives. 54 
b. Disposal of Contaminant Materials 
The 283 International Act refers to the treatment of the dirty waters of San 
Diego Ca. Contaminated waters go to Tijuana's beach in Mexico because thc authoritie~ 
of San Diego do not obey such regulations. l ' 
But these are nOI the only cases of contamination Ciudad Juarez, Mexico 
and EI Paso, Texas is another example of twin border cities that have contamination 
problems. 250 meters from the Rio Grande in El Paso is the smokestack ofthe ASARCO 
the urban Institute in W~shington. 
" FBIS-LAT, 94-043. 4 March 94, p. 12: Mexico City UNOMASUNO. 1 March 94. p.6 
Legi51ators on Water Treaty With US By Jorge Octavio Ochoa 
,< Excelsior. August 28/93 San Diego Arroja Aguas Negras a las Playas de Tijuana. By Rocio 
Galvan 
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smelter, an enterprise which has been judged one of the worst polluters of the Umted 
St~tes. Those who arc most apparently affected by its lead and arsenic emisslOns are not 
EJ Paw residents, but the population which hves across the river because of the wmd 
The Mexican population who live~ in the Juarez colonies are the ones who receives the 
contaminated air produced in the United States. There exist other issues of air pollution 
from automobiles, unp~ved roads in Juarez and so on. And in 1992 Cd. Juarez wa~ 
threatened with exposure to deadly cobalt contamination by an oversight m construction 
procedures..'& As these fe\\ exampks show thou<;ands of problems must be fixed within 
the relationship 
c. Racism 
Racism is a big factor in the migratory dilcnUlJa The Mcxican immigrnm, 
who comes to the Unitcd State,; searching for work is generally lin uneducated. 10\\ 
skilled pelson, with a lov. inconle In addition to thes~ characteristics the illegal status of 
the lmmigram generates an exploitation schema and mcrcases scorn towards the illegal 
aliens. Thi~ (,Teates a distorted panorama in the perception of the Lnited State., people 
This misperceptlOn is spread by the media and provokcs within the different sectors ofthc 
COLlnt!): a false opinion of the binatJOnal relatIOnship between Mexico and the Cniled 
States '" 
Tom Barry, Harry Brown", & Bf'!h S;m, The Ch~lleflge of US-M",x;("o Rel~tlon, If) the 
19'10' 5 p.1S1 
" The Mexlc~n W~r, w~s promO!ed by the Print pr",,, Gt'o'RP EL Tmddll. America A 
Ndrr~lLvf' H"lo'y p.544 
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Racism is not confined to the inunigration problem. The racism is present 
also in other piaces, such as the Smithsonian Institution in Washington D.C. There, Raul 
Izaguirre of La Raza's Special Commission; accused the Smithsonian Institution of 
racism. These charges were accepted by Robert Adams, Secretary of the Institution and 
strengthened by Miguel Bretos, historian of the Latin American Commission of this 
institute.ss 
Thus relations between Mexico and the United States are affected by 
irulUmerable problematic issues that jeopardize the hannonic relationship. Among these 
issues, the main ones are drug trafficking and the inunigration dilenuna. Both of them 
were aggravated in the short run, but will diminished in the long run, by the 
implementation ofNAFTA on January i, 1994. 
Univision. May 10/94. By Lourdes Menuza. Racial discrimination in the Smithsonian 
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III. DRUG TRAFFICKING: mE PROBLEM 
"The drug traffic is an international phenomenon that must be destroyed in all 
their phases and styles. By their characteristics of offer and demand, their drugs 
production, distribution and consumption claims an intensive, respectful and 
coordinated work among the specific authorities, to bring down the demand and 
avoid the production". Carlos Salinas de Gortari. 
A. INTRODUCTION 
During the Cold War, Mexico and the United States identified their threats from 
different perspective due to basic asymmetries in power. 80th countries mnked threats 
according to; J) their immediacy; 2) the circumstances that might allow threats to be 
realized; and 3) the damage that they could produce. As Stanley Hoffmann has written: 
"thc key issue is to decide what is unacceptable, what bearable is, and what, in between, 
is dangerous or unpleasant but bearable under certain conditions."" These threats were 
addressed according to their perceived security implications and the availability of means 
In that way both countries were careful to avoid other emerging threats that might 
produce serious consequences. 
As a result of the dynamics of international relationships at the conclusion of the 
Cold War, Mexico and the United States faced a world tending towards regionalism. 
This new context presents an opportunity to redefme security threats and to implement 
new strategies leading toward political convergence rather than divergence, as in the past. 
John Norton Moore. NATIONAL SECURITY LAW Pag 17. S. Hoffmann, Dead Ends' 
American Foreign Policy in the New Cold War. 259. 
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To reassess these threats. it is first necessary to establish the meaning of national secunI} 
It is then possible to identifY common domestic threats, especially those that might 
negatively affect the hannony of the united States-MexIco relations. It IS also important 
to mention the environment in which the threat is developed, and finally, the legislation 
to restrict its use 
B. DEFl!'\ITION OF NATIONAL SECLJRITY 
Tilc cla~'iic conceptIOn of national secunty comes from foreign coercion or 
intimidatIOn. As Lasswell mentions: "Thc distinctive meaning of national security IS 
tlccdom from foreign dictation. NatIOnal security policy implies a state of readIne.'i~ to 
USC fon.:!.' If necessary to maintain Danonal independence.";Co Thi~ definitIOn carrie~ a 
mi,perceptlon of Ihreab coming fr0ffi internal problems. This is mentIOned by the 17th 
century phIlo~ophn. Thomas Hobbes: "It did not much matter whether threats to se!;urit~ 
come from within or outside one' own nation ,,'d 
Ullman expresses the widest and dearest definition of NatIOnal Security" "a threat 
to national security l~ an action or sequence of evenb lhat II threaten drastically and over 
a rclatlvely brief span oftlrne to demote the quailty ofilfc for the inhabitants ofa state. Of 
2) threatens sih'11ificantly !O narrow the range of police choices ava!lable to the 
government of a state or depn\'es nongovernmental entllies (persons, groups, 
NATIONAL SECuRITY LA,W. Frederick S. Tlpson National Securit, 
International SecurIty. Redeiiolng S<?cullty p.130 
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eorporatlons) within the state," Thus natlOnal security also implies the "proteellOn ... of 
\'1Ial econOllllC and political mterests, the loss of which could threaten fundamental values 
and the vnality ofa stat~ ,,;' 
C. IDENTIFICATION o.F THE THREAT 
Among the internal dilemmas that the United States and Mexico face because of 
their geographic VICinity are drug-addiction and drug.produetion. Drug trafficking is an 
area of special concern for both govcflUllents because of the crime. violence, corrupllon. 
social disorder. individual destruction, and international tension that all this engenders 
The political debate and the medIa have been dominated by distorted interpretatiom 
of the drug problem. The implementation of intransigent unilateral policies and mutual 
recrimHl.:ll!on ha\'e char:J.elenzed the mlcm,monal relationship of United States<\l~xieo 1Il 
these matters. Thus drug trafficking constitutes an interrelated threat to theIr relatlOnshlp 
and consequently to theIr national security 
The declaration of drug trafficking in the LS as a thrt:at was fonnaiized in I Yi:'ih by 
National Security DeciSIOn Dircctiyc 221 
"Drug abuse and threaten national security by degrading the 
nation's moral fiber and health, affecting its economy, and undcnnmmg 
its foreign secunty interests."""' 
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In a similar vein, in 1984 the President of Mexico, Miguel Dc la :V1adnd Hurtado, 
expli!;itly defined drug trafficking as the main threat to national security,M Additionally, 
the PND-89 (National Development Plan-89) ratified this statement when il refers 10 
national security issues'"' 
D. DRUG PATTER!"oOS: THE PROBLEM IN BOTH COrNTRIES 
Drug trafficking develops by follov.ing the marketing rules and the political 
pnnciples ofbipobri.ty. That is to say, the economic rule~ of supply and dcmand and the 
pnnciples of political-economic North-South confrontation. The dcmand lake . .., its roots 
in the consumer centers located in the "northern" or "developed" countries. On the 
contrary, the supply side is carried out in the poor drug producing and proces.,lllg 
countrie~ of the somh. III the so-called "third world" or "underdncloped world ,. 
The consumer market usually appears in the mdustrialized countries with n:lat!vcJy 
higl] numbers of young people who have fought recent wars without reason; wars \\'ho~t.: 
heroes are forgotten. diseredned by the commercial media. and even rejected. Some 
pomts the participation of the CS m the Vietnam war as a cause of a high percentage of 
drug consumers. In addltlon. the poisoning of the youlh through the saturiltion of TV 
prot,,'rams full uf vlOlence. sex, and false idols with no ideals has only one justification: 
profit. Thus, this youth, in a mixture of frustration. fear and rebellion with a lack of 
self-control look for drugs which make them forget their whining present and uncertain 
foreign Alidi" 66, No 1 IFa1l191341: pp 62-7{, 
PI,HI NaclOnal de De5arrollo Senetaria de I" 
f-lp~3-25 
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future. The demand side of the drug trafficklllg threat accounts for the largest and most 
dynamic drug market in the world, the United States." 
On the contrary, the centers of production appear in underdeveloped countries 
There. the fanner~ because of their ignorance, lack of education. and dragged by their 
ancestral misery turn to clandestine activity; challenging the justice and receiving III 
exchange little more than a few coins more for their illegal crops. The supply SIde of the 
world of drugs comes from tv,'ehe producing countries"'. Mexico is among them 
1. The US: Demand and Cunsumption 
~ar;.:otic~ have infiltrated \-irtually every sector of US society. There i~ a 
market of approximately 25 millIOn of regular ~onsumers The} constitute the ewnomil' 
source which allows drug trafficker~ to finance the whole cham of illicit activities 
mvoiving the ."iupply of drug~ to consumer~ 
In 1979. Pre~idcnt Carter in hi~ message on Drug Abu~c saId 
satisfadion they desIre. ' 
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a. Consumption 
Drug abuse in the United State, ha~ evolved from an acute to a chronic 
problem. The drug use spectrum in 1976 was: nearly 10 million have abused cocaine, 
over 43 million have used marijuana and 450,000 use heroin daily.69 
Cocaine, marijuana and heroin represent serious social problems in consumer 
countries more than in other foreign supplier countries. The fIrst two are considered a 
social problem because of the size of their user populations and the black market 
revenues they generate. The third is mentioned because of its unique criminal qualities'" 
and its close relation with the HIV epidemic." 
Cocain~ was perceIved as a problem in the United States during the first half 
of this century. Particularl) in the South, the press carried shocking reports of violent 
acts committed by "drug-crazed" users. By the llarrison Actn and a series of followmg 
Jaws, cocaine was classIfied as a narcotic and users were subject to severe punishment 
For a long time it was used sporadIcally but regained enormous popularity after the 
Vietnam War. Currently, cocaine and its fatal derivative "crack" pose the greatest drug 
threat to the United States.7J 
Marijuana emerged after 1920 apparently because of the Eighteenth 
Amendment." Contrary to opium, marijuana was not prohibited by the Harrison Act. A 
Federal Strategy for Drug Abus.:> and Drug Traffic Prevention 1979. The Drug Abuse Office 
and Treatment Act of 1976. p. 6. 
", Peter Reuter. Eternal Hope: America's International Narcotics Efforts. february 1985, p.l 
See Charles f. Turner, Heather G. Miller, AIDS: Sexual Behavior and Intravenous Drug 
Harrison Act oi 1<)14. h, ,1~led purpose was to regulate the production and trade of op,um 
Guadalupe Gonule,. lhe Drug ConnectIOn in Ihl" US Mexican Relations. p.53. 
" 1990: Internalinnal Narcoti(, Controi. lhe Depanment of Stale. P.3. 
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substantial portion of publicity against the marijuana began with thc Federal BUrcau of 
Narcotics, led by Henry Anslinger. This culminated in thc ~arijuana Tax Act in 1937"C 
De~pite its prohibition, the use of marijuana continued in restricted circles and was 
eventually introduced to college campuses during the tunnoil of the 60's. In the 70's 
numerous states, representing about one-third of thc Uruted state~' population. 
"decriminalized" possession of small amounts of this drug 
The use of opium has been chronic in the Umted States since the second half 
of the last century. In 1875 the City of San Franclsco banncd opium smoking Chmese 
cave~ on bdmlf of thc Harrison Act. After the unitcd State~ embraccd increasmgly 
rc~training policie~ restricting trade and ilhClt consumption, opium smokmg 
lmperceptibly decreased but was replaced by a continuous increa~e in herom abu~c 
imported from Europe -" Currently. the manufacture and sale of heroin contmuc~ to be 
b~mned undcr thc Controllcd Substances Act. Among the most perilous effects of dmg 
use is the expansion of the Hi\' mfcctlon, pnmanly by intravenous dmg users sharing 
contaminated needles. 
The natIOnal llousehold Survey of 1990 projects 20.5 mdhon user~ of 
marijuana 1Jl the Cnited States m 1989; and 10.2 million in 199{)" In the case of cocaine 
the projection is 22.i million users In 1989; and 6.2 million in 1990." Heroin addicb 
Srralegif'o lor COI1\rolling Adolescent Drug Use 
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were calculated at over 492,000 in 19);1" Recently has been observe an mcrease in 
heroin mtroduetlon to the Cmted States !O 
(I) Socia! Stutm" Drug Use. The increasmg poverty trend of the Amencan 
society. with its unhealthy effects such as unemployment. ilhteracy, and deteriorating 
family values, are some of the factors that facilitate the mcrease of the drug probkm 
Symptomatic figures as folloVls are self-explicatmg and fnghtening 
24% of the 63 mllhon of children in the US live with just one parent, compared 
WIth 12 D/oln 1970 
In Washmgton. 68 }"lo of births are llleg!llmate. The maJonty of them. 90°·0, are 
from Afucan-Amencan peoplc 
In Ball!more thh proportlOn reaches 80% ofbinhs. 
The Census Offic~ projects tha.I 72 0/n of children born In 1981'> "",Ill Ine In 
dlslnlq,'Takdhomes." 
(2) Age Drug L~c Despite legal prohibitions and the interdICtion campaIgn. 
the usc of drugs IS Widely practiced and tend~ to grov. Ba~ed on the l\iatlOnal Household 
Suncy In 1988. the NatlOna.llnslilute of Drug Abu~e de~cnbe that 37% ofthc populatIon 
over 12 years old had used Illegal drugs and 12% werc current usen '1lftrns value IS 
compared with the values of 1982. anyone can note the difference 
Phvill, L. Eil,chon Strategu's lor ConlrolfLng Adoiescem Drug U;,' 
PPru ,md Bohb,,, Increase their Drug 
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,--- -~T;C;;AC;BL"E7, -;OD"'R"'UG"U"S"'E""PA"'n"'E"'R"'NS"B"y'"'A"GECCG"'R"'O""UoP "19"'82;;-----
% OF AGE GROUP USING ORUGS~~MATED TOTAL(mllllons) 
Drug 12-17 16-25 26-0ver I 1981 1988 
~M~";~lju~"C~"~_~~,,~~_+-~~-+~~~ ~ 
Cocaine 16 6.8 12 115! 22.7 
Henone O.S/Iess O.5Jless OS/Iess 1Qlless 
Cigarettes 395 34.6 696 NA 
Alcohol 26.9 679 567 124.7 NA 
(3) BehJvior of the Drug AddIct. Family unity is disrupting, productJ\'e 
people are leaving their Jobs, other~ no longer !ead producmc lIves, and while health 
mamtenance burden because of an Increased percentage of drug consumption other 
peoplcarc dymg 
In 19:-:8, the offiCials and pollee of New York attnbuted 1,842 murder 
alia~ks per each 100,000 mhab1tants due to drug comumpllon8' The statlstlcs of ]989 
shows that 1.27] attacks happened In the same proportIOn next year The cItIes of Detroll 
and \Vashlllb'10n ranked below this ",ith an average of 1,055 attacks ~ew Orleans, 
Boston. Dallas and Los Angeles followed close behmd. 
One of the causes that may drive thi~ VIOlence in the streets IS the 
necessity of cash that the drug addict has to buy the drug. For example, marijuana cost 
SIO per gram (roughly $300 pcr ounce), the typical cigarene o[OA gram would cost $4 
If tv.o per~Qns dlvlde the Cigarette and thus thelT COSIS, it meam that they will rcmam 
mloxlealed for at !east 11'.0 hours, and they would be paymg $1 person-hour for the 
Leorl,das Gomez 0 Cartel HISIO'I" de la DlOga p. 202 See abo [I Twmpo Bog,ot" 
Colombia IJrllla'r 11 1998 
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experience.84 In the case of a crack addict, his burden to maintain his addiction is nearly 
$50 daily, that is $18,250 a year. 9S For the cocaine users, this burden is increased because 
the ounce of cocaine is worth about $682 in the street market!6 
In addition to the violent acts there are about 350,000 arrests for marijuana 
possession conducted every year.97The following table gives an idea of the arrest 
percentage per city. U 
TABLE n. PERCENTAGE OF DRUG RELATED ARRESTS 
Males Arrested 1988 1990 
New York 74% 58% 
Washington 70% 46% 
SI. Louis 38% 48% 
Houston 49% 62% 
A recent report of the New York Times said: "The United States has more 
prisoners per capita than any other country: 455 per 100,000. About 20 percent of 
Federal prisoners are drug offenders with no prior record, no violence and no connection 
with any big drug operation."S9 
Besides the increase in criminality, there is the enonnous economic burden 
because of health problems. More than half of New York City's heroin addicts are 
infected with the fatal AIDS virus. Every year 375,000 newborns are jeopardized by 
hea1th-menacing drugs. 90 Add to the statistics above, the total number of fatalities were:91 
Marlo: A.R. Kleiman. Against Excess. Drug Policy for Result>. p.433 
Carlos G. Arrieta. Narcotrafico en Colombia. p. 129. 
The New York Times. Feb 17/94. 
Mark A.R. Kleiman. Against Excess. Drug Policy for Results. p.267. 
Mark A.R. Kleiman. Against Excess. Drug Policy for Results. p.436. 
New York Times. Feb 18/94. PAlS. Anthony Lewis. Abroad at Home. Political Crime. 
Headline Series. No 290 Fall 1989. Merrill Collett. The Cocaine Connection. Drug 
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1I4,600 in 1970; 105,700 in 1980; and 93,500 in 1988. This gives an idea of the 
magnitude of the drug consumption problem as related to behavior. 
h. The Drug Connection 
Since the 19th century Mexico has exported marijuana to the United States. 
Although some regulation of restrictions exist, such as the Harrison Act and the 
Marijuana Tax Act of 1937, the supply and consumption continued unabated in the 
19305, and until the 19405, early 1960s without a important problem within the 
relationship. That was, perhaps, why the use of marijuana was continuously associated 
with minorities. In the early 60's, the widespread increase in consumption among the 
youth of United States dmstically altered public and official perceptions of drug abuse, 
specially the Mexican marijuana. 
The Mexican supply of heroin since the 19205 was 10·15% of the market 
share in the US and was maintained at the same level until 1972 except during the wwn 
when the supply increased because of the war. From 1972·75 the supply of heroin from 
Mexico manifested increasing trend to 80 % in 1975. Later in 1976 it decreased to 67% 
and continued with the same trend until a 25% share of the market. The variation of the 
Mexican heroin supply was not accompanied by a similar trend in the United States 
consumption. A new source of supply replaced the Mexican supply: Afghanistan, Iran, 
Pakistan, etc., as it happened before in the case of the supply from Turkish, Italy and 
France. 
Trafficking and Inter-American Relations. p.46 
., Mark A.R. Kleiman. Against Exce55. Drug Policy for Result5. p.437. 
J8 
Drug connections always work. The drug source is not as important as to 
keep the supply for the demand. Almost 12·15% of the world drug production is seized.9l 
In such way, the isolated effort from a drug producer COWltry to eradicate its illegal crops 
is ovenvhelmed by the massive production of another drug producer country. And 
because "where a demand for a service or commodity exists, some entrepreneur for the 
right price will attempt to supply it,,93 
c. Orgallivltioll of the Distribution Net 
When a drug shipment has been smuggled into the United States it is 
conveyed overland throughout the country, first to the distribution centers, and then to the 
consumption markets. 
While drug nets are flexible in their integration, some patterns remain 
constant: 1) drug dealers face few barriers to entry into the higher levels of the market. 
Most of the dealers start as low·level dealers, and they simply stay with it until they find 
a good new source. Usually their attraction to this business is driven by their own use.94 
2) a successful operation does not require the creation of a large or enduring formation. 
The nets of cocaine dealers are typically of two or three people. Marijuana dealers, 
confronting the problem of rapid loading and un10ading of contraband, have 
organizations that were slightly larger. usually three to eight persons.9! 3) it is possible to 
function as a high-level dealer without recourse to violence. An individual who inspires 
------ ------
Leonidas G6mez O. Cartel. Hlstoria de la Droga. p.3S. 
President's Commission on Organized Crime, America's Habit. p. 237. 
Peter Reuter, John Haaga. A Rand Note. N-2830-NIJ. The Organization of High-Level 
Drug markets: An Exploratory Study. Feb. 1989. p.35. 
" Ibid. p.6. 
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trust and is affable, moderately intelligent, well organized, ambitious, and wining to take 
risks can prosper.% 4) the wholesale drug market is national rather than regional. ~) A 
surprising 66.6% of drug dealers are reported to be legitimately employed at the time of 
their arrest. 
Adolescents are an important sector within the organization because when 
they are arrested they receive light sentences. So, the boss of the gangs use young people 
to allocate the drug, and sometimes they are also integrated in gangs.91 
The goal of drug abuse prevention will best be served by exploring ways to 
reduce consumption in the street markets and deter young men from selling drugs."" It is 
a hard task to accomplish because a dealer is making profits between $200 to $400 pcr 
day ."~: Additionally, it also carries a great. poli tical risk because of threats to the 
democratic value of freedom 
d. Sales 
Differences in the price of the drug when it arrives in the Unitcd States and 
when it is acquired by the consumer gives an idea of the traffickers' great profits . ' ~ 1 The 
Ih id. p.36 
A Bibliography of SeleC1cd RAND Publicat ions. 1992. p.12 P.H. Reuter The Organization 
OT High level Drug Markt't~: An Explo ratory Study. AI~o see Peter Reuter, John Haaga. A Rand 
Not", N·2830·NIJ, The Otgani2ation of High.Level Drug markets: An b:ploratory Study. Feb 
1989. p.40·S1 
.. CarlO$ G. Arrieta. Narcotrafico en Colombia, p 129. 
P.H. Reuter. Money from Crime: A study of Economics of Drug Dealing in Washington 
D.C. A Bibl iography of Selected RAND Publications. 1992. p. 10 
' 00 A drug addict and drug dea le r interviewed said: "WhIm I was sell ing smoke I was making 
S200 10 S400 a day." New York Times. Feb 2/94. Michael T. Kaufman. An AddiC! Who Took 
ROJ.d Back. 
In 1988 the pr ice of 1 kg of cocaine with 70% purity cost in the US $170,000, while il CO~1 
when it arrived with a purity of 80% US S20,OOO. Estimates are from DEA. Carlos G. Am"ta 
Nar(otrafico en Colombia. p. 51. Also see Policy Focus. No 2. 1989 
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graph below gives an idea of the differences in profits received for each of the persons 
within a criminal flexible organization. Production of drugs is inexpensive. The last part 
of the price curve (almost 80"/0) shows the payments to the people who distributed it. 
'// iii // ,,'I 
"'l 
-:-. ... _ .. _-
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Figure 3. Growth of the Price of Cocaine: Production to Consumption. 
The nerve-racking aspect of the drug problem is its shameless operation 
through time. A recent report of the New York Times when referring to this problem 
mentions: "At Pop's Paradise on Liberty Street in Newburgh, a neighborhood of rundown 
homes where drugs are sold operuy during the daytimen. I02And what may be the limit, 
The new York Times. feb 1/94. Joseph Berger. 2 West Pointers Stabbed Outside Bar 
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also published in the New York Times when referring to the arrest of Mayor Dennis 
Buckley. " .. Mr. Buckley's regular visit took a decidedly irregular tum when he ",as 
arrested and charged with buying cocaine at the bar across the street from his office at 
City Hall."w3 In the past drug dealers established "crack houses" in Los Angeles Ca. 
When Arrieta describes these houses, he said they: "are in reality a fortress, in which 
there exist girls of 14 to 15 years of age, that pay for their addiction acting as prostitutes; 
those who arrive there find double satisfaction. ,,104 Examples like this without 
explanation Of answer could be interminable. 
e, Money Laundering 
The cartels and distribution nets have acquired huge economic resources from 
the drug trade. Furthermore, it seems that this capital has become an important economic 
force in areas like Miami ' OI , New York and California.''''' 
Money laundering, is the process of legitimizing illicit capital by concealing 
its source and ownership. This easy process has moved illegal currency offshore, out of 
the control of the United States; using nonbank financial systems from the "casas de 
cambia" along the US/Mexican border to the exchange houses in South America to thl: 
Hundi or hawalla system that connects Europe to Asia and the Middle East' ~' . Then cash 
deposit is in some kind of waxwork front corporation or directly into an offshore account 
---~~---------------
Feb 2/94 p A8. By John Nordheimer Asbury P,uk Mayor Held on Drug-Buying Charge. 
Carlos G. Arrieta. Narcotrafico en Colombia P.128 
"Moncy laundering is such a thriving bosiness in Miami that invcstigators say il sustains 
large numbers of I,""yers, b,mkefs, accountants ilnd hrokcr~" Headline Series. No 290. Fall 1989 
Merrill Collett The Cocaine Connection . Drug Trafficking and Inter-American Relations. p.SO 
".. The San Francisco Hera ld. SatlApril/94. 
1990: International Narcot ics (omrol. The Department of Statl'. p.8 
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straight back into the United States by wire transfer In such a simple way, billions of 
dollars have been laundered. 
Some appraisers suggest that a large percentage of drug money. between 80 
and 90%, never leaves the United States. The largest part of laundering operations are 
therefore made within the US banking system or in investments in the United States 
economy. As Senator Kerry asserted: 
"We found that not just millions, but literally billions of dollars are being 
laundered through the American banking system and through other banks to our 
banking system ... "]':' 
The laundering operations that take place outside the United States (10-20%) 
are set up in Caribbean offshore banking centers such as the Cayman Islands and Panama, 
or in nations with banking secrecy laws like Hong Kong and Switzerland. '0' 
Money laundering is prohibited in the United States, and continuing financial 
analysis of traffickers are usual. Money laundering is attacked through a variety of laws, 
such as the Money Laundering Control Act of 1986, the Racketeer Influence and Corrupt 
Organizations Act, the Bank Secrecy Act, and federal income tax laws, among others. I 10 
f. Production 
Cocaine and marijuana are largely produced in the tropical lands of South 
America. Mexico also produces marijuana and heroin. In the United States marijuana is 
Sen Kerry.- International money laundering L~w Enforcement and Foreign Polley US 
Senate. September 27, t989 p. 1. 
'''' Guadalupe Gonzalez. The Drug Connedion. The US mexican Relations. p.60. 
Drug Control How Drug-Consuming Nation> Are Organized for the War on Drugs. GAO 
June 1990. p. 27 
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the second most important cash crop,lIt although the Slate Department has placed 
singular consideration on reversing this affirmation, adducing that the data are inflated by 
the manjuana legalization lobby.": 
Effectively, marijuana is cultivated jll the United States where some of the 
same posltlve geographlc and economic conditions prevaiL In the states of lllinois. 
Indiana, Michigan, Missouri, Kansas, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Nebraska, California and 
Kentucky there are illegal crops hidden by com yields or in barnyards transfonned mlo 
greenhouse.'>_ In National Parks such as the Shagta--rnnity National Forest in CalifornIa, 
Damel Boone in Kentucky or the National Forest in Oregon some parts have been closed 
to the public becausc of traps and other aggressive device_ that drug growers put then; to 
protect their harvests " 
In addltlon, the publications "High TlIncs" and "\I</ithout Seed TIps" mdJ(:'ates 
where to find or buy better marijuana seeds, where to ren! plowing fields, ho\\ to carc fOJ 
the manjuana harvests and so on_ The pubhcations are legal, have approval to be printed 
and pay taxes. Another example was recent1:.- published in the New York Timc~. "Jocl 
Project \-\a5 wrong to violate the law" the jOllmahst said, and he adds ... "but can 11 
conceivable benefit our SOCICty to keep him in prison for five years for growing marijuana 
plant~? And there are many thousands like him_,,'l< i~ demonstrates the thin line between 
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lcgahty and illegaht) in the Unrted States within its democratic system and lb mterest m 
~olvmg thi,; problem Profits dnYe the system 115 
In 141:o:b the United States produced 4,600 tons, while Mexico produced 4,700 
1'"Besides, the US producers have produced more powerful marijuana through the 
production of the "without seed" vanety. The THC (tetrahldro-cannabino!es) In thc 
marijuana 'made In USA' reaches the proportwn of 20~o, willie the Mexican manjuana 
and the Santa Martha golden of ColombIa, reach from 0 5'?>o to 7% ofTHC. w 
Thm, the MeXlcan mafiJuana share !ll the market was redU!:ed III the same 
proportIOn as the merease In Umted States productIOn ThlS benefitted drug addlcts 
becau~e the) enjoyed more the usc of the powerful "\\Ithout seed" manJuana (made m 
{'SA) whIch has mOTe prolonged effc!;ts As a consequence of the share lost in the LS 
manj\lJnJ market. \IeXlcan trafficker, ~Jl1fted to heroin produetlon, where they can be 
more LompetJtlve and make more profits. ThlS shIft In productJon complicates the 
Sl!uatlon In drug interd1CllOn because herom 15 easy to hIde 
g. Arml TraffkkillK 
The relallOn "guns for drugs, 1S more frequently applied In the dmgs trade 
Jargon. \\edplJnS purchased m ~tates WIth permIssIve gun la\\s"8 can be Te~old fOl a 
300%.-400% profit in natIOns with riglll gun Jaws "oAd\anced ",eaponry gIves drug 
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gangs the upper hand in attack maneuvers designed to terminate other gangs or defend 
themselves from government attaeks in its efforts against drug trafficking. As the 
struggle increases, the necessity for huge quantities of weapons also increases. Violence 
impels the demand for weapons, and the bigger number of weapons upgrade further 
violence, thus continuing the vicious cycle that characterizes the relationship of guns for 
drugs 
TABLE III . PREFERRED WEAPONS OF THE DRUG TRAFFICKER' 
(AKSeries) TEC-9 
Uzi MIN I-14 
Gali l HK9t &93 
BarettaAR·70 M·16 
MAC-10 G-3 
f-- MAC-1t STEYR-AUG AAiCAR 15 SKS 
FN-FALL STRYKER·12 (12 Ga.l12 shot) 
Congress, House Select Commlt1ee on NMcotlCS Abuse and Control 
Weapons traffickers smuggle arms like their drug colleagues but in a contrary 
direction;110 that is, from north to south. Because of the border, Mexico is also the main 
target of this illegal traffic. ~Most of the weapons had been smuggled into Mexico from 
the United States and were about to be shipped to Colombia for use by the Mcdellin 
cartel against the Colombian government and rival cartels."w 
Mexico has restrict ive laws in referring to arms control. An 29.xiv and .xvi of The Organic 
Law of f'ubli c Administration 
"" In paragraph 3 c. Transport.llion and Smuggling. There will be the different methods of 
smuggling drugs. SimilM procedure5 use arms traffickers. 
,', Th(' Washington Post. February 2b/88. p.A25. By William 6irnigan. "Mexico Cracks 
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Figure 4. Recipient Nations of US-Sourced Firearms. 
2. Mexico: A Suppl)' and Transhipment Countn 
Mexlco'~ geography. SOCIoeconomIC. and ennronmental condltlOn~ pro\ Ide 
excellent condl1lOns for the productlOll of drugs They ha\ e led MeXICO to be a constant 
source of manJuana and herom 10 the Umted States. The most Important aspect of drug 
related problems MeXICO faces IS not the Ilhclt processmg and trade of crops. but rather 
the vIOlence that It could engender. On the other hand, as domesllc consumptIOn does not 
reach the quantitIes consumed III other countnes, it constitutes a problem to the secunt) 
Tlle drug traffickmg problem in Mexico represents a threat to its natIOnal 
security. It can ncgatlvely affect many aspects of the bilateral relatIOn with the United 
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States by contaminating the negotiating climate for important security, commercial, 
financial, or migration issues, The presence of drug trafficking tends to relegate other 
problem~ to a secondary position on the bilateral agenda, 
11. Production oj Raw M{lt~r;4ls 
Historically, the cultivation and processing of drugs in Mexico was a fraction 
of that seen today. There is no known cultivation of coca in Mexico. Mexico is only a 
transit country for South American cocaine to the United States. Crops of marijuana in 
Mexico have been in evidence at least since the last century. In the first half of this 
century, marijuana was viewed more as a useful substance for rheumati sm and other 
medical applications than a drug, but the Mexican government forbid marijuana 
cultivation in 1923, and in 1927 banned its export 
Opium cultivation and production in Mexico was in evidence in the early 
1920's in the mountains of the states of Chihuahua, Durango, Sinaloa and Sonora. The 
fed eral government banned its production almost immediately, in 1925, and embraced 
several legal sanctions against both sellers and users. Moreover, in 1929 the preparation 
of a revised penal code included severe penalties against drug growers, producers, and 
traffickers. 
Marijuana and opium poppy cultivation is primarily carried out by poor 
peasants, although some advanced agricultural techniques had been found in the northern 
states. These peasants receive only a minimal share in the profits of this trade. They 
have been tempted to till marijuana or the opium poppy as a result of Mexico's fraditional 
difficulties in commercializing agricultural products and its low 'guarantee prices'. This 
was aggravated by the economic crisis and the continuous currency devaluation which 
followed. 
FIgure 5. MexIco. 
In 1975 Mex.ico substantially increased its efforts to eradicate drug crops and 
implemented a pennanent campaign against drug production and trafficking. As a 
consequence of this campaign, the supply of drugs to the United States decreased from 
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75% in 1976 to a 4% of the entire supply in 1981. These low levels were maintained in 
1982 (6%), 1983 (9"In), 1984 (20%), 1985 (32%). 
Figure 6. The Mexican Percentage of Drugs Supplied to the US: 1976-1985. 
The late Mexican increase in the United States marijuana market share was 
because of the increasing efforts in Colombia to reduce its production of cannabis. ll.2The 
report of the Commission on Organized Crime, instituted by President Reagan 
pronounced: 
Guadalupe Gonzalez The Drug ConneClion in the US Mexican Relation. Miguel 
Ruiz-Cabal\as. Mexico's Changing Illicit Drug Supply Role. pA8-51. 
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"This short history of manjuana trafficking demonstrates that la\\ 
enforcement In a particular culmatJOn area i~ compensated by productlOn and 
trafficking Increases elsewherc"ll' 
ThIs ratified the widtnmg gap bet\.veen foreIgn production and the supply of 
drugs to the Umted States because of its internal demand and consumption 
h. Laboratory Proces.~ing and Packaging 
Me:>"lco'~ family gangs process oplum paste to get beroUl The coarse herom 
achleved m these small orgamzatJOns are of low qualrty and acceptance. this herom \\as 
dlstinc!lve because of its color and lower quality, known as "brown sugar" or "tecatJ". 
and the "blad. tar" \Vhat IS alanning IS that MexiC0 had no dome~tlc opIUm or heroin 
market, productIon was aImed sold) for export to the Umted State~ 1;4The5e low qu~tl!l) 
drug~ are later fe-processed by the US dlstnbutlOll nets to appear as aSIatiC herOin. TllU<; 
profits reported to the fl,1e:>..ican gro\>,ers and processors are vel) lo\>, compared ""lth thesc 
made by dlstnbutlon and reprocessing nelS In thc Umted States. Not only are there 
ddference~ In profits. there are the dlfferen"e, In n~", becau<;e of the high fisk of ero~~mg 
the border represenb faT the MeXican gangs 
TrampOrlalion and Smuggling 
The hIgh fISk oftransportalJon makes drug pnces dIfferent in South Amenca. 
Mcx!co, and thc l:mted States. Smugglmg and transportation represents a lot of pro fib to 
thme who control the process Most of the traffickers (80%) are from Colombla 
LC'Mexico. because of the thousand .. of miles of porous border and a \>,ell-orgamzed 
See Preslden!'; CommlS,lon on Orgarllzed Cnme Amenca'; Habit p 154 
Peler Reut!" €INn~i Hope Amenca s im"mat,onJi Narcot,cs Efforts Februarl 1985 
pl8 
<1 
smugglmg infrastructure, is a major target for trafficking gang~ smuggling drugs mlo the 
Umted State~ market. Smuggling ental1s four primary costs drugs, personnel, 
corrupt lOn, and transportatlOn 
(1) Cost of Drugs The lo~er replacement costs of drugs makes smugglers 
find It sensIble to send larger shIpments In a single load. The conveyance costs are the 
same for a 400-pound delivery In a sohury plane as for a 200-pound shIpment. The 
aVIator's risk of long-term Impnsonment IS also the same The holds for deliveries by sea 
or by land So the traffickers prefer to ~end large amounts of drugs III their shIpments 
(2) The Personnel The people III charge of the tran~portatlOn process vary 
from thc relatlvel) unskdled "mules" ~ho drive back and forth across the US-Me>..ican 
border, takmg contraband m both dlrectlOns, drivers of trucks and traIlers; and the 
aViators and sallors who perhaps are thc more skliled smugglers. For all of these person~ 
the nsk of bemg caught smuggling represents the samc sanction If the} are caught With 
20 pounds or more of drugs 
(3) CorruptIOn. Drugs as a major commodIty lIT the drug trade have become a 
form of po\\cr lhe huge profih obtamed from the IlliCIt trade fueled the growth of 
~lafia QrganizatJOns whose economic resource5, polilical mflucncc, and firepower giveq 
them the wherewithal to corrupt or mtlmldate official personnel within the governments 
Guatemalan President Jorge Serrano III relatIon to this matter has announced that "Drug 
trafficking IS not simply the process of transporting coeame from South to North 
Carl", G ArnetJ NarcotrJf,co erl Colomb,,, p 51 
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Amelica; It has political goals and partIcipates openly and penneates the media, politIcal 
rartles, and state mstitutlOns to create problems."12b 
(4) TransportatJOn, The main routes that South Amencan traffickers use for 
transportmg drugs to the UOlted States are as follow~ a) through the Canbbean, where 
favored tactICS mclude airdrops to hIgh-speed boats that take drugs ashore on the Florida 
coasts, and b) aIr routes mto MeXICO and then aero~s the United States-MexIco land 
border m different can\eyances. IfinterdictJOn operatIOns 111. Flonda and the Caribbean 
arc strong. then the traffickers shIft to MeXICO'S route~, In the remote ea~e that MeXICO's 
go\emment m all. incredIble effort bT<~ak, the drug transit. drug traffieken ",,111 shift to u~e 
other ~y~tems or routes to reach the market A 1991 report of the NatIOnal Dmg Control 
Strategy relates that l\1c"\ico IS the pnmary transit pomt for cocame entenng mto the 
COlted State~ ,,-
All. Pn\ak aircraft are used primanl} to smuggle the cocaine ITom South 
Amenca to !\1cxlco 1 raffickers have be~n abk to mdke landlllg and refuelmg 
arr[\ngement~ In man) locatlons III Mc.\ico. They t1y through tbe MeXIcan ~lerra 
ll\ olding air traffic cOnlrol radar until they reach One of more than 100 clande~tme 
run'Ways close to the Mexlcan border"!. Tbe final stage I~ to take off from such 
run""ay~ Ill. the Sierra de Chihuabua. Tbey may be at nsk for only a short period of 
time, then maJ,.e the excursIOn over the border and drop the drugs In less than one 
p 11. MeXICO City NOTIMEX 0542 GMT 2(, MAy 93 
and MOnlionng on CQ( alOe Flow. GAO Sepl 
LJe,cubren 100PISt3S de narcm en 
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hour. 1291nterdiction of such smugglers is difficult when there lS no contmuous 
radar coverage along the Mexican border and while no aircraft in the air is available 
to intercept them. I3OAnother drug trafficking procedure is to fly into MeXICO where 






Figure 7. Primillty Cocaine Smuggling Routes. 
Sea. Two tactics employed by traffickers have so far proven relatively Immune to 
the deterrent threat of interdiction. One tactic is the shipment of drug~ in 
containerslJI or in the numerous hiding places aboard large vessels. 111The second 
Agua Prieta Son. A small Cessna 182 Centurion II with red stripes and registration XB·FFW 
airplane whose occupants presumably had dropped 18 p.ilckages of cocaine with a total weight of 
462 kg In TucsOIl was Intelcepted at the local aIrport after being pursued by DEA agents in three 
planes The two crew members: Paulino Cazarez Cardenas (26) and Carlos Roos Bernal (22) were 
both natoves from Gua5ave. HermOSIllo ElIMPARCIAL. 31 jul 93 p.bA. By Javier Cor('lia. Plane 
Intercepted After Cocaine Drop 
"" Peter Reuter A Rand Note N-1818-USDP. Can the Border~ Be Sealed? Augu511988. p.5 
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one, is the use of mother ships canying hundred of tons and off loading to smaller 
and faster boats for the final run to the Florida and Texans coast I)) 
Land_ The 2,000 mile United States-Mexico border IS crossed daily by thousands 
of private and commercial vehicles and pedestrians_ The smuggling of drugs is a 
functIOn of the porousne% of the US-Mexican border and of the density of the 
cross-border traffic with which the drug IS moved, Some traffickers smuggling by 
land break down shipments to quantities of 50 pounds or less m an attempt to avoid 
detection 
VehIcles Cars and trucks arc still the most frequently used vehicles for smugglmg 
drugs into the United States from MCX1CO. There is frequcntly the use of fuel 
trucks. where the drug IS smuggled in a small compartment in the tank and IS 
hlddcn b;- the smell of gas. 011 or other liquid products Another method is to hide 
the drug in strongly aromatic food I" 
Mulc~_ Drugs also enkr the Unlled States in relatively small bundk~, in the 
so-called "trafico hormiga". The secunty 1Il the crossing border by these pedestnan 
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smugglers is a function of the density of traffic, although they also U~~ the secret 
path~ ofthe immigrants. III 
Tunnels. In Agua Prieta, Sonora, one tunnel was found under the United 
States-Mexico border. Presumably it was intended to be used by drug dealers to 
move drugs to the United States.'" 
d. Consumption 
Drug abuse was once a problem for poor campesinos (peasants) and genIe 
raspa (low class people) who smoke marijuana. Currently. drug consumption threatens 
the middle class, thc clite. and thc youth. A quartcr of a century ago virtually no cocaine 
was smuggled through the countl)', but today tons are seized each year. The more that 
drug surpluses exist in the source countries. the bigger IS the risk that the Mexican 
population begllls to consumc drugs IJ" 
During 1991. a drug comumption public poll in Mexico showed that 2.52% 
had smoked marijuana at least one tlme, 0.28% cocame, and O.U9"lo heroin. To prevent 
incre~sed consumption , the Mexican Government initiated a National Drug Abu~e 
PrevcntlOn Campaign. The I\ational Advemsing Agency IS helpmg with thiS effort by 
mounting a national media campaign featunng testimonials by popular actors and 
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e .. W"oney Laundering 
MexIcan drug traffickers. like theIr US counterparts. need to launder then 
money and to hide illegal profit~ The PUR (General Attorney Office) and the SHCP 
(Fmance and Pubhc Credlt Secretariat) are investIgating money laundering by auditing 
finns mainly In the tOllnsm, constructIOn, alT transport, saddlery, shoemakmg, and 
amusement mdustnes smcc Fehruary 93, in the States of: Aguascahentes, HaJd 
California, Chiapas, ChIhuahua, GuanaJuato, Nayant, Nuevo Leon, lahsco, Qumtana 
Roo. Smaloa. Sonora. lamauhpas and Veracruz '''In a memorandum to the GuanaJuato 
State gmemor. Carlos Medina Placencia, Attorney GeneT .. l Jorge Carplzo noted that 29 
municipalities comprismg the State 'A ere Involved In drug traffickmg problems '" 
The :'vlayor of fepic Sayari!, VIctor PereL Ruiz In a press conference declared 
the following "the tounst development ared of Nue\o Vallana In the mUlllClpJhty of 
Bahl:± de Bdnderas has become a money laundenng center, created by the drug traffic 
operatmg on 'Sayant'~ southern coast and m some of the country's othcr states."' He 
stressed that '·one of the leadIng entrepreneurs IS the notorious drug ttafficker Joaqum ·'El 
CharD' Guzman Loera. the lord and master of the entlre muniCipality of Bahia de 
BandeHls." lhe power of Chapa Guzman embraced the entue VallejO sierra and 
lov.lands, where he owned large amount of land planted With manJuana. Thc assets In 
money laundenng are the Hotel Paral.'>o Radisson and Hotel Puerta del SOli'" 
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f. Problems Controlling the Border 
The Drug interdiction in the land border presents a double predicament. 
First, since pan of the aerial shipments arrives in Mexican airspace and on soil, the 
collaboration of the Mexican govenunent is fundamenta l if the drug is to be interdicted 
beyond the United States border. Second, constant searches for drugs (without 
obstructing commerce) inside vehicles and other conveyances that cross the border daily 
are amazingly exhausting with available search technology,'" These two dilemmas are 
exceedingly difficult to achicve without a better pOlitical understanding between the 
federa l governments of both countries and their respective population. Long delays at the 
United States-Mexico border for commercial, business, and tourism traffic, such as the 
provoked by Operation Intercept, Alliance and Blockade, are considered to be expensive. 
intolerable, and offensive 
E. LEGISLATION: ONE or THE TOOLS 
Since the beginning of this century, govenunents have been concerned with the 
threat of drug abuse among their population Different Conventions"2 have becn signed, 
Evt.'ryyear, approximately 6 million container, cros, the bo,der "nd, as a result of this large 
volume, cargo inspection to detect all types of conuaband is very cumbersome and time-consuming. 
'" a) 1909 Shanghai Convention;. b) International Opium Convention in The H<lgue, 23 
January 19 12. c) The 1961 Sale Convention on N.ltcOl in of the United Natiom and its 1962 
Protocol. Ratified by 113 nat ions. d) On June, 1987 Declaration of the U.N. Internat ional 
Conference on Drug Abuse and IlIiCi! Trafficking in Viena. BaSically all encourages !he signatory 
countries to examine the possibility 01 enacting laws to make illegal !he full process of the drug 
traffick. But at !he same time it set up a dual legal-governmental response to the phenomenon: a 
rep.ession 01 supply and a tolerance for demand. See U.N, Publication Sales No S.77.Xl.3, 1977; 
Jlo.o U.N. Publica tion S,.lles No E.78.XI.3. 1977 and also see l eonidas G6mez O . Cartel 
Historiadela Droga. pp.228·254 
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and world leaders have asked governments to increase their efforts in a world wide 
crusade against drugs. Requests about these matters have been frequently presented in 
international forum~ 
An Initiative of the Peruvian delegation during the fecent South American 
Convention approved the creation of an International Judicial Assistance Office. This 
organism will involve the United Kations and each country of the Amencan hemisphere. 
The purpose of this office is to promote the exchange of mformation that may contribute 
to complete investigations about cases of drug trafficking. 141 
Recent issues and articles from mternatlOnal orgamzatlons analyze. study and make 
recommcndations about drug addiction and drug traffickmg. They also manifest the need 
to intensify universal cooperation based on specific anti-drug efforts while balancing 
domestIc pohcies agreeing with their 0\\-11 regulatIOns 
In a recent mten'iew with US·McxJCo's Attorneys General, thcy ratified their 
decision to maintain cooperation in the struggle agamst drug traffickmg by respcctmg the 
soverelb'Ilty of the tviO countnes and hUman nghts, as well as exphcitly banning 
cross-border k1dnapping 
Jorge Carplzo infonned Janet Reno of the deCision to creatc a unit that will 
guarantee and speed up the legal proceedings involving US citizens who are in MeXICO 
and have committed crimes abroad. Reno stated that the US Justice Depanment is in the 
FBIS-LAT, 94-018, 2S FEB 94, p," LIma, Peru EI Peruano. 14 Feb 94 pB1 International 
Office Creatli'd 10 Combat Drug Trafflckmg. 
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process of appointing a legal attache to the US Embassy in Mexico to promote legal 
coopcration '" 
). US Legislation 
In its continued preoccupation with the internal problems that face the United 
States since the last century thc US government has enacted several laws. In the 1920's 
the Harrison Act virtually prohibited drug use, and the Marijuana Tax Act in 1937 peaked 
the movement to restrict marijuana consumption.'·l 
The participation of some US Agencies in the drug war are restricted in certain 
ways hy their own regulations. This is the case of the Foreign Assistance Act (22 U.S.C 
2291(c)) which impedes the DEA from taking an active part on arrest, or from being 
prescnt when host countries make arrests. '''Anothcr example of this type of restrictive 
legislation is the Posse Comitatus Act (18 U.s.c. 1385) and legislation enacted in 198 1, 
known as the Posse Comitatus Amendments (10 U.s.c. 371 to 37!1). Thc Department of 
Defense Regulations understands the act to preclude the military services from: 1) 
interdicting a vehicle, vessel or aircraft; 2) search and seizure; 3) arresting, stopping and 
frisking, or other similar activity; and 4) providing personnel for surveillance or pursuit 
of individuals, or as informants, undercover agents, investigators, or interrogators.'" 
FBIS-LAT. 93·196.13 OCT 93. p. 14: Mexico City Canal 13 . 1300 GMT 12 0 (1 93 
Newcaslle: BuenosDLasMfixico 
Presinent ' ~ Commission on Organi)'cd Crime. America's Habit. pp 187-223. Short Hi,lory 
oiMarijuanalawsinUS 
" . Dfug Control. How Dfug-Comuming Nations I\r", Org"nized lor fhe War on Drugs. G .... O 
jUlle 1990.p2S. 
'" Drug interdict ion. Operation Autumn Harvest A National Guard-Custom, Anti -Smuggling 
Effort. GAO june 1988. p.20. 
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On the other hand, some enactments have allowed other agencies like the DoD 
to enhance in a more active role under the S-2728-A Bill to amend Title 10 of the US 
Code that clanfies and expands the authority of the AImed Forces to provide support for 
civilian law enforcement agencies. l"Other bills have allowed the Department of 
Defense to provide additional support to state and local agencies for anti drug-activities 
Such is the case of the S-291O-an ongmal bill that :mthonzed appropriations in FY91 
drug mterdiction and counter drug activities of the Department of Defense."9 
2. '1exican Legislation 
:v1exican legislators would not fall behind their US colleagues. and they began to 
legislatc antidrug laws ~ince the consol!dation of MexlCo after the Mexican Revolution 
Amcle 73 of the Mexican ConstitutIOn stipulates the "federal government to be the one 
responslble to enact la\vs on .... general health 111 the Republic '" 
In the early 1020'~ during the Aharo Obregon administration opium imports 
were balilled, and in )931 the Penal Code classified drug offenses and the pUlllshment for 
such cnmes. Additionally. MeXICO had forbidden exports of marijuana and heroin and 
signed an mternational agreemcm calling for drug control. 
3. Legalization of Drugs 
Prohibition has not achieved ItS goal of limiting and halting consumption BUt it 
has had an altogether umntended consequence; It has corrupted institutions and 
indivlduals. ""'The inlubition of corruption is a long-tenn task, because it represents a 
Sanchez Susaney Let's Deodl", 
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difficulty that deals not only with laws to be legislated but also with gradual changes in 
habits, values, and the interest of public officials of both countries. 
On the other hand, paradoxically, those who are to blame for the most deaths are 
the so-called soft drugs or legal drugs such as cigarettes and alcohol. For each person 
who dies from the use of cocaine or heroin, 100 die of alcoholism, and 1,000 contract 
cancer or fatal cardiac ailments from tobacco. The greatest social harm and deaths caused 
by banned drugs do not stem from drug offenses but rather from the outrage 
accompli:;hed as a result of their illegal sale. I!] According to the Mexican economist Luis 
Pazos, "the first 10 benefit from Ihe legalization would be the consumers themselves, 
many ofwhorn die from adulterate drugs or extremely dangerous drugs like crack ."m 
But, as appointed by President Carlos Salinas de Gortari "the government cannot 
struggle against drug traffiCking without society's participation. This is Mexico's fight 
against an enemy of Mexico and the world."'!! It is a war which state governments must 
fight in a joint effort with their societies. 
Legalization 
'51 Mexico City EXCELSIOR 26 tun 93 pp 7-A, 14-A By Lui~ PalOS Drugs: The Wrong Roadl 
Ibid 
FBIS·LAT, 93-108, 8 JUN 93, p. 20: Mexico City XHTV television Nerwork 0200 GMT 3 
Jun,93 SaliniiS [valuates Camp~ign Against Drugs 
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IV. DR1'G TRAFFICKING: A THREAT TO THE US-MEXICO 
RELATIONSHIP 
That one who deC1des a case, without !tstenmg to the statement of the other. 
although hIS decIsIon be a fau one, cannot conSIder rumselfnght Seneca 
A. INTRODUCTIO:"l 
The drug Issue generate~ delicate questions throughout ~ociety It threatens 
pohllCal perceptlOn~ I!l terms of sO\erelgnly and pollllcai authont) and the effectlvene~, 
of the poilee and security forces The drug problem affecb SOCIal perceptlons m tenns of 
the rule of law and the decay of moral values It also damages the family as the pillar of 
SOCldy Drugs can rum the e\;onomy of nallOm hy mterfenng ""Ith the work ethIC and 
efficiency III productIOn. as well as through the underground economy and transfer of 
curren\;y It promotes The drug problem is considered a threat to the military' capacity of 
a count!)', becau~e antI-drug campaigns d1Vel1 forces dedIcated to external defense But 
overall. the drug Issue affects mternatlOnai relatIOnshIps among cOI.mtnes whcre !lie-gal 
trad..: have taken root Consequently, there IS a great demand for a solutIon to drug 
traffickmg problems Tills reqUiTes the participation of whole socielles as well as 
governments 
RIchard CraIg hIghlights the excessIve emphaSIS on the urulateral US emphaSIS on 
supply and the tendency to create dIplomatic inCIdents With regard to the drug problem 
This has negatively affected bilateral cooperation not only in the fight against drugs but 
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across the entIre spectrum of the binational agenda. ''"There arc four major structurJI 
intncacles that Impede the effectIveness of efforts to control supply 
I. Weak eCOIlOlmes of producer countncs make them unable to execute effectively 
their antidrug campaIgns 
2 The number of source countnes IS large enough to guarantee that success in the 
eradicatlOn of Jilegal crops m Mexico may be immedIately negated by the 
dcvelopment of new crops In other natlOllS BeSides, Me:>..ico's geographic 
proximity encourages drug traffickers to u~e it as tramhipm..:nt (oun!!")" 
3 HI~toncally the bmationalllS-\1exico agenda has been complex Although the 
drug traffickmg Issue IS of spcclal imponancc. the complexlt)" ofthc agcnda 
makes dIfficult to put drug traffickmg a'i a top dIplomatIC pnrmty 
4 The ba~1C polICY of ~upply interdictlOn and eradication of Illegal crop~ i~ doubtful 
III Ib result~, expen~ive in the mean~ used and unprovcn ~on;over. because of 
the apparently unsuccessful outputs, the empha~i~ on the supply SIde look, more 
hke a deferred issuc and a pol1llcal deCISIon than an effecti\'e commltm~nt 10 
solve the problem 
B. THE PER\tANE~T CAMPAIGN AGAl!'\ST DRUG TR4.FFlCKlNG 
The MeXIcan struggle to eliminate drug crops and IIlterccpt drugs al the US market 
represents one of the most serious joint efforts wlthlll the executJve branch of the 
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Mexican government. Ibis crusade has been a police-military enterprise in Mexico over 
the last 48 years. It began in 1946 with a campaign to destroy poppy fields in Sinaloa. It 
continued as a yearly operation in accordance with the cycles of poppy and cannabis. 
Later, as drug growers moved to other areas within the Sierras Madre, Occidental y 
Oriental (Western and Eastern Mountains) the efforts were spread practically over a large 
part of the Mexican territory. It became a "Campafia Pennanente Contra el Narcotrafico" 
(permanent campaign) in the 70's and it remains with the same intensity up to now. 
Since Mexico adopted its "Campana Antidroga", during the late 1940s; four facts 
still hold true until today: 
1. As a requisite for success because of the hilliness of the Sierra; the use of aircraft, 
preferably helicopters ease effort in the task. 
2. The use of herbicides makes the task easer. 
3. In the fray of drug trafficking there is a great risk of increase violence; thus, it 
affects security and national stability. It is one of the most delicate issues within 
the Mexican Political System. 
4. Every time there is a change in the struggle, there is an ingenious traffickers' 
reaction, to switch tactics, revitalize production, and change in response to 
pressure from Washington 
During the mid-1970s, the campaign against the outlaw armed movement of 
Gcnaro Vazquez and Lucio Cabafias finished in the state of Guerrero. Mexico 
implemented in Sinaloa an anti-drug operation named "Operaci6n Condor", that was 
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expanded to Durango and Chihuahua. "OperaciOn Condor" was the cornerstone of 
Mexico's current antidrug campaign. As a result of this increased effort new problems 
had to be overcome and new benefits were achieved by the anne<! forces: 
Mexico bought from the United States some aircraft especially helicopters to 
strengthen its air power to fight the drug traffickers. 
• Officers and troops gained useful field experience in what often looked like 
antiguerrilla warfare. 
Mexico's Federal Judicial Police, the Mexican Armed Forces, and US narcotics 
officials joined efforts to fight the drug problem as never before. 
• A continuous rotation of military personnel was committed to the "Operaci6n 
Condor." 
The target was to destroy new plantations, not the peasant. This was done by 
spreading large amount of herbicides such as "paraquat"lll in plantations of 
marijuana and opium poppy. 
25,000 Army troops were pennanenlly committed in operations against 
drugtrafficking. PersOIlllel and Naval Units, and other additional Army Units and Air 
Force units operate in areas of Caribbean and Pacific coasts, close to the Belize and 
Guatemalan border respectively. There were other pennanent operations in the same 
antidrug effort in the states of: Chiapas, Oaxaca, Guerrero, Michoacan, Jalisco, 
Tamaulipas and Veracruz inland and offshore. 
Paraquat use is prohibited in the Uniled Slales. 
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General Juan Arevalo Gardoqui, fonner Mexico's Secretary of Defense in 1987, in 
reference to the Condor Operation and other related campaign against drug traffickers ll6 
stated: 
"This ministry considers as truly worthwhile the fact that, with the 
destruction of all the drugs referred to, the potential intoxication of 711 million 
persons in one week was prevented, .. The price of these drugs on the black market 
can be calculated at $15LJ95 billion (pesos)m ... 17,572 Mexican individuals and 
tol foreigners have been detained as alleged drug dealers and placed at the 
disposition of the corresponding civil authorities. "m 
In 1990 Mexico created the Mexican Northern Border Response Force (NBRF), a 
rapid response team which interdicts aircraft delivering cocaine to remote areas of 
Mexico. The US supports the NBRF by sharing tactical infonnation on suspected 
trafficker aircraft and by leasing transport helicopters to the Mexican govenunent to 
enhance the NBRF's effectiveness.'5~ 
Official documents from the Mexican Anned Forces stated that during 1992 they 
have eradicated: 36,070 plant fields of marijuana in a surface of 3,627 hectares, and 
26,554 plant fields of Poppy in 2,578 hectares. They have seized: 45,339 kg. of cocaine, 
393,192 kg of marijuana and 369 kg of opium gum and heroine. 12 laboratories were 
Not included in this announcement were the activities of the Mexican Navy. neither the 
PGR (General Anorney Office Police). The Depilrtment of Defense integrale the Mexican Army and 
Mexican Air ~orce. The MeXICan Navy is a separate branch of the armed forces since 1949, and it 
integrate the Department of the Navy. 
'57 FY 87 was the peak year of innation in Mexico reducing to 160% annually_ Thus the 
following numbers are approximate. $197.49 billion, when the Mexican external debt reached the 
frontier of the $90 billions. Source. Banamex. Num 794. Enero 1992, Note: 1 billion in Mexico 
is equal to 1,000 billion in the United States. That is: Mexico., 1,000,000,000,000. United States 
= 1.000,000,000. 
". Guadalupe Gonzalez. The Drug Connection in Ihe US·Mexican Relations. p 115. Also see 
Gral At~valo Gardoqui. EI Ej~rcito Mexicano. pp 12·13 
1990: International Narcotics Control. The Department of State. p.13. 
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destroyed and 64,168 millions of pesos ($20.7 millions) were seized plus $15.2 millions 
in cash. 
Last year the National Institute for the Fight Against Drug Traffic was created as a 
new effort in the continuous campaign against drugs. This Institute has the objective of 
centralizing planning and supervising, and evaluating the activities aimed to fight drugs 
in a nationwide scale. It is also responsible for the health preservation of the Mexican 
popUlation in coordination with the component institutions and the guidelines established 
by the PGR. I 6() In the decree the President mentioned "in the past six months Mexico has 
had more drug seizures than Canada and the US combined in the same period. ,,1&1 
Before the Great Commission of the Chamber of Deputies, the Great Commission 
ofthe Senate, the Supreme Court of Justice, and Senate and Chamber of Deputies Justice 
Commissions President Salinas evaluated the pennanent campaign against drug 
traffickers during his tenure in the following terms: 
" ... has resulted in the death of 150 public servants. In 4 1/2 years we have 
destroyed: 60,000 hectares of drugs, confiscated 200 tons of pure cocaine, almost 2 
tons of heroine and opium. paste, and 2,000 tons of marijuana. More than 86,000 
people involved in drug trafficking have been arrested, and several heads of drug 
trafficking bands have been captured. Weapons have been confiscated, funds from 
money laundering have been detected, and shipments transiting our territory to 
other markets have been intercepted. I62" 
FSIS-LAT, 93·116, lB JUN 93, p. 12: Mexico City Canal 13 1300 GMT 17 lun 93 
President Salinas Sign Decree on Drug Enforcement Institute 
,., FB1S_LAT, 93-129, 8/Ul94, p. 8: Mexico City XHTV Television network.0200 GMT (, luI 
93, President Salinas Swears In Nalionallnstitute To Fight Drug's. 
'., FSIS-LAT, 93-10B, 8/UN 93, p. 20: Mexico City XHTV television Network 0200 GMT 3 
jun,93. Salinas Evaluates Campaign Against Drugs. 
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During last year's drug harvest season, General Antonio Rivielo, Secretary of 
Defense, reported that the Mexican Armed Forces had started an extensive operation 
against drug trafficking activities, which concluded on 2 November16J. The forces 
involved in this operation included: 13,626 soldiers, 17 helicopters, 415 vehicles and 
other material. Add to 3,307 members of the Navy's Canador Plan (pennanent), 1,919 
soldlers of the Marte Task Force (permanent). He added that operations have seized more 
than 2 tons of cocaine (between 23 Sept and 3 Oct.,1993) in Campeche and in (Ocosingo) 
Chiapas. 
The Government devoted more and more resources l64 to combat the drug crime 
Last year the Pennanente Campaign had 1/3rd of the Mexican defense budget, 1/4th of 
the military forces and 60 % of the PGR budget. 
Thus the Mexican Government's official efforts and detennination to fight the battle 
against drug trafficking and consumption throughout the country cannot be questioned. 
De:o;pite its economic difficulties, Mexico continued to fight its HPennanent Campaign" 
for nineteen years. But the results are qUIte open; discreet opinions say that more than 
two-thirds of the drugs consumed in the United States come through Mexico such as 
cocaine, Santa Martha "gold" marijuana, Mexican marijuana, "black tar" and "brown 
sugar" heroin, and even heroin from the "Golden Triangle" (Bunna, Thailand, and Laos), 
the conveyance of which some Mexicans drug dealers are now monopolizing. 
fBtS-LAT, 93-196, 13 OCT 93, p. 5: Mexico City NOTtMEX 2128 GMT 6 OC193. Armed 
forces Begin' Extensive' Counternarcolics Operations. 
,.. Mexico City UNOMASUNO 18 lun 93 pp 1, 7. By Amaldo Cordova commentary: "A 
Mistaken Fight" 
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C. US EFFORTS AGAINST DRUG TRAFFICKING 
The primary element of US policy against drugs is to reduce the supply of drugs 
entering the United States. These efforts are directed to: 
I.Law enforcement efforts, consisting of strengthening national judicial and police 
capabilities to curb drug trafficking and production. 
• 2.Interdlction and other enforcement support before drugs arrive in United states 
territory. 
3.Intemational cooperation through diplomacy and other means. 
4.Foreign aid sanctions. 
S.Crop eradication, where politically feasible. 
6.Trade initiatives. 
All these efforts when applied in the border interact with the consent of Mexican 
agencies charged to fight the drug trafficking. 
The uS.effon against the demand side has been less attended to because ofpoliticaJ 
reasons, as asserted by Jose Luis Reyna: 
"Formally speaking, any drug campaign (or action) oriented to suppress or to 
control the consumption of narcotics goes against the nature of US democracy, of 
freedom of choice".I~ 
The following table will validate this statement. It shows the percentages of the 
antidrug budget distribution. 
Jose Luis reyna. Narcotics as a Destabilizing Force for Source and Non Source Countrie5. p 
131. 
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TABLE IV. US FEDERAL DRUG TRAFFIC CONTROL BUDGET' 


































One of the untenable diplomatic efforts is the inclination towards unilateral 
decisIOn-making within a bilateral, and collaborative framework l.iS officials womed 
by their world agenda are not directly involved in the day-by-day antJ(irug programs, So, 
when drug related problems anse in the United States, they shift to a (unilateral) mode. 
This may achieve gains in the short run, but It fatally affects Washington's anti drug 
efforts in the context of US-Mexico relations 
The United States assocIates its ann-drug efforts with its foreIgn policy 
purposes, ScctlOn 4tn ofthc Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. a~ amended. (21 U.S,C 
22YlJ relates speCIfic L'S foreign economic, military, and other assistance to collaburate 
wIth anti-drug efforts, (The CcrtlficatlOn act)'" 
In Scptcmbtr-October 1987. the National Guard of fj\,C statc~ and the US 
Custom~ Service eamed out the Autumn Harvest operation A cooperative drug 
air-wterdlction effort, It~ mission was to detect and apprehend smugglers bringing drug~ 
across the Arizona-MexIco border in aircraft. The Operation had a cost of approximatel) 
S0f,(j.O()O. But the outcome of this effort was negligible 1'-
The LEDET plOgram IS another effort that places US Coa~t Guard personnel 
aboard Navy ships to lllterdict suspected drug traffickers and conduct searches_ seizures, 
and arresb In fiscal year 1987, the Navy provided 2,500 ship days. This resulted in 
inlerdi(lion. Operatioll Autumn H"rvp,r: A N.ltlOt1ai 
371 (0378" Set" 
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20 vessel seizures, 110 arrests, and over 225,000 pounds of manJuana and almost 550 
pounds of cocame seized The cost oflhe LEDET was about $40 million; which is about 
$2 million per seizure, 169 
In the same year of 1987, the Air Force allocated 591 A\\'ACS flying hours to 
dmg interdiction, which re~ulted in n seizures and 10 arrests. The cost to DoD with this 
a~sistance was 42.6 mIllion. This amounted to a cost of7.1 million per seizure.I"O 
TABLE V DoD PARTICIPATION IN ANT/-SMUGGLING ACTIVITY 1 
1986·1988 
Flying Hours 4.594 







Drug ContrGI How Drug-Consuming ~dtlom Arp Org,lnlzed (or Ihe \\'ar on Drug'_ CAO 
June 1'l~(l_ p 25 
Thi, brief appraIsal of interdIction efforts during 1987 clearly suggests that a 
tlHlJor increase in interdlctlOn actiVIties. even includmg the mihtar)" will not significantl;.-
reduce drug introduction to Ihe Umtcd States. Testimon~ during the fiscal year 1911X 
ForeIgn Assistance Hearings stated that the least expensive way to keep drugs out of the 
lillltcd State~ is to eradIcate thc l!ilcit cropS.'" 
Although thi" last conclusion was reached eight year, ago; there are some task 
forces and mterdiction activities along the border in Forth Worth, Lubbock, Laredo. ami 
San Antoniq, Texas; Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona; and San DIego. California_ These 
supplement the Organized Cnme Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) based in El 
p.28 
......... ' ..... 0 ................... p.28 
Pa~o. This task force researches major trafficking gangs that smuggle drugs across the 
Mcxican-L"S border 
The Naval Patrol Hydrofoils are probably the most effective shIps Involved in 
anti-drug maritime operations. The six PegaslL~ class hydrofOlls belong to Patrol Combat 
mis;;iJe Squadron # 2, operating out of Key West, Flonda. They have been assigned to 
the Joint Task Force #4 (JTF4). Smce they were employed in the antidrug operations. 
(19l\5-1989), they have accounted 30'% of the Navy's overall drug seizures, despite 
operating with only SIX ShIPS.172 
The land Based Aeroslat.s ntdar program currently managed by the Department 
of the Air Force mamtains an adequate rate of coverage in support of counter-drug 
monitoring and surveillance requirement~. I'l The balloons were deployed m the flonda 
Keys. Grand Bahamas Islands, Denmg. New Mexico, Fon Huachuc3 and Yuma Am:un3, 
and along Ihe United Slates border. This program W3S deleted for FY94 due to lis low 
efficiency profilc.'-' 
By Ihe end of ]9!-llJ the AIr Force's anti-narcotics missions were expanded The 
l\onh American Aerospace Defense Command (NORA .. D) was called m to assIst in 
stemmmg the flow ofnarcotlcs into the United Slates. m 
Drug interdiction efforts climaxed in the attempt to station the LSS John F 
Kermedy battle b'TOUP off the coast of Colombia in January 1990 Although the battle 
1993 P 195 
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group was to support the mterulctlOns efforts. !t looked like a blockade or at least a~ an 
attempt to fhghten Colombia. As stated later by fonner Colombian PresIdent Virgll!o 
Barco "ColombIan tcmtorial waters are beingpatrolleu by us and controlled by US."l o , 
An analysIs by the Office of Technology Assessment reported 'There IS no 
dear correlation bet",een interdictIOn expendItures or effort and the long-tenn supply of 
illegal drugs III the Umted States "I"' 
2. Joint Operations 
As a ruk Washmgton has r~iJed un a <:ooperatne approach wIth MeXICO dUnng 
thc pcab of Its antI-drug campmgns At such tImes meeting5 and mutual 
deCl,lOn-makmg arc the rulc 
One of the rec~nt anudrugJomt efforts began "'Ith OperatIOn Intercept I, m 1909 
dunng the NIXon admmistratlOn, II was created as a necessary mleragency mterdlctlOn 
effort along the MeXIcan border Its outcome were a few seIzures, f,if less than 
envIsIOned, but It generated ~eriou, temJOns III the US·Mexlco·s relatlOllship Later. It 
",as changed to "OperatlO!l Cooperation", whICh Illcluded Me'\ican go\errunent 
part!ClpdtlOn m the mterdiction efforts '" Th!~ operanon v.as deSIgned to mstalJ a plan 
for permanent coliaboratlOn in drug control 
In 1975 OperatlOl1 Condor was !mplemented Under tlus operatIOn MeXICO 
increased Its interdictIOn efforts, particularly against the expandmg cultivatIOn tnangle of 
# Ande<ln Lead ... r~ and Bush P1edl:p Drug Cooperation New York limes, 16 
Polit"" de Preswn InternaClOnai'. foro 
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opIUm poppies ID the "critical triangle" of Sinaloa, Durango, and Chihuahua. The poppy 
erad!CatlOn campaign began in 1976, with collaboratlOn and support of the L'S 
government. Canfhet from that first operation nonetheless meant that the bases for 
bilateral dIscussion of the drug trafficking issue remained undefined. 119 
Through time, the jomt effort of both countries has vaned In according to thc 
intensity of the relatlOnship. In 1991, the 000 transfered to Mexico' 21 UH-IH Huey 
hehcopters Addllionally m 1992 a donation of more he!tcopters and some spare parts 
worth of $26 Imillon was authoflzed to the 000. The FBI and DEA offered courses In 
InvestigatlOns teehmques to the PGR. Also the Customs Ser\"lce and Coast Guard offered 
courses to Treasul) offrc!als and l'-avy Officers. 
Currently the 000 provides infonnation needed to conduct operatIons agam~t 
primal) means ofsmuggiJng The DoD's coverage has been as close as possible to source 
and transhipment countnes WJth alfbome earl)" wammg 3lTCraft and radar-eqUlpped ShIpS. 
Th)~ Jelectwn equipment ha~ heJped detecl su~pect~ as the) ledve source countne~. The 
suspects are then tracked untt! their course can be passed through the offiCIal channels to 
the branch rcsponsible for mtercepllon and apprehcnslOn 
Although the United States proVIdes the information, the MeXIcan guvernmenl. 
due to Its permanent campaJgn, continues to expend more economJC resources m Its aenal 
antIdrug effort.'''' 
Gu"dalupe Conz"les The Drug COnneCtion 111 l..S-Mexicdn Rel"tlon> p 1 
MeXH 0 CIty b .. cel"or Mar,h 4/88 p.A2 
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TABLE VI BUDGET FOR THE AERIAL ANTI-DRUG CAMPAIGN. 
Year Mexico ($ millions) US ($ millions) 
E 
1984 15.9 6.3 
1985 20.0 9.7 
1986 17.4 11.6 
1987 18.1 i5.5 
D. CYCLICAL POLICY 
Mexico bas received considerable pressure from the United States over drugs in 
1939, 1948, 1961, 1975, and 1985 1!1. The larger Mexico's share in the drug markct, the 
greater Washington's pressure to compel Mexico in the anti-drug campaign. The greater 
the pressure, the more US-?Ykxico bilateral re:ations aTe harmed. On the other hand 
when market share indicators are promIsing, so. too are the relations This attitude has 
been constant despne changes in government officials. 
Historically. the issue of the d.rug trade has been an imponant topic in the internal 
political debate in the United States. It is one of those issues thaI can be a deciding factor 
in the presidentlal. gubenalorial or congressional election campaigns, as Eileen Burgin 
"reelection constiruencies may directly motivate involvement when they 
express or exhibit interest in an issue in agreement with member's substantive views."'!1 
In the 1968 presidential campaign, when Richard Nixon was elected, and in the 1986 
Gregory F. Arltlnafcotlc, StrategIes and US Latin American relations. p 148 
Randall B. & lames."<I Lmdsay. Cong,ess resurgence. Foreign and Defense Pol,n' 
on Capitol HIli. p.7S 
congressional race Mexico was harshly cnticized and became the object of political 
prcssurcs.'~·\ 
The current re-election campaign of Cali fomi a's Governor Pete Wilson reflect~ the 
same characteristics, although in this case it is the dilemma ofimmigratioll. There is no 
doubt that such campaigns draw response from the constituencies to win the elections; 
but it is questionable whether they make any progress toward to fixing the problem. In 
the recent legal case of Mayor Dennis Buckley, Prosecutor John Kaye said: "He was 
elected on a strong law-enforcement platfonn .. [yetl he has been a cocam!: user for five 
years. and has bcen buying it at this location since taking office"'" The rhctoric 
employed tn political campaigns can haw hannful consequences in the pollcy arem. 
where the result of competiti\"t~ politics is generates inconsistency 
:".1exico has neyer promoted the use of drugs m US socIety. nor is it the center of 
fhe drug mafia. There IS a consistcnt lack of mutual understandmg at the heart of this 
comphcatcd international rdations issue 
E. FRICTIONS WITH[.\ THE RELATION"SHIP 
The full history of this hannful rhetoric is as long as it is painful History ha~ 
demonstrated tht": abiltty of the media to generate demands from the population which 
result in gO\'ernment action. The media is, however, motivated by the desirt": for success 
.... ,bu'r Park Mayor Held on 
Drug 
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in competitive markets, and the resultmg government actions may be inappropriate to the 
given situatIOn 
US citizem are well infonned about Mexico's vIOlence and corruptIOn These 
problems are aggravated by illicit drug trafficking and exaggerated by the medla. But US 
citizens rarely perceive how drug~ have significantly corrupted their own country as an 
entity. and as well as in official orgamzations. US inhabitants from a range of social 
strata have been victimized by the lure ofnarcodoJlar~. It is hard to accept that the model 
of democratic values, human rights and eeumemeal trutll have also fallen victim to drug 
related problems. US policy towards drug interdlctlOn has failed to curb the flow of 
drug-related corruption and violence in the United States 
Tbe concomitants of drug tratlickmg (corruption and violence) have attained 
ummagmablc levels in recent years. It is certam that shamele~-,; evidence of corruption 
can be found in some of the eountrie~ to the south to the United States. Yet COrruptlOn 
although concealed, is also pre~ent in the United States, and, VlOJcnce is ,imilarly evidcnt 
As Mexicans can say erroneously, it is part ofthe US style of life 
I. Reactions to L'nfair Verbal Attacks 
Corruption has become part of Mexicos idiosyncrasy due to the cultural heritage 
of both the: Spanish colonistsand Indian Natives.'" Corruption certainly exists in 
Mexico But it is unfair to scapegoat Mexico and exalt the US when the same problem 
7') 
exists in both countries. The reader must recall U.S-Mcxican relations in the past, and 
has to have Mexican empathy to feci and think I1kc a Mexican: "', 
An official document stressed 
"Despite persistent problem with corruption (which the Mexicans are 
currently addressing). the United States and Mexico have been able to accomplish a 
great deal in the past 2 years, and the United States expects that cooperation to 
expand,"]!' 
When these type of statements are listened to by the people of both CQuntnes, 
opposite effccts are produced. To the US population, it creates a dlstorted image that all 
MeXICans are corrupt. to the Mexican. it re\'ives the flame of nationalism anJ historical 
antl-CS selllimcnts The memories of the two nations are too huge. and 150 years arc to 
rccent to forgct 
Mexlco has recognized narco-corruption as one of its problems_ '" But Ihc 
gOVCTIlllcnt IS not thc booster of the illegal crops and the transhipment of drugs to the 
Ullited States Corruption tends to be established locally and somctlmcs It !s relatcd to 
middle rank officials. No one can say and support objecti\'ely thc assertion that top 
0fficiab are also related to corruption Declarations have been made in the US that some 
Mcxican governors were implicated In drug: activities, but no sufficicnt eVldencc has been 
presented to confirm these charges"9 Are relations that officials have with drug addicts 
De,tabilizlng 'orce for Source CmJlltries and ~on·source 
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or traffickers enough to declare him or her as connected with the drug business? 
Examples of casual associations between US politicians and drug traffickers abound. 
Roger Lee worked very close to Janet Gray Hayes, Tom McEnery and Susan Hammer 
-The fIrst two named are fonner mayors of San Jose-- Lee had a contract with the 
Clinton-Gore campaign. Recently, Lee was arrested for selling "crack~ cocaine. l90 Are 
these officials involved in drug trafficking? No one can say yes; no one has proved that 
they have relations with the drug business. They just hired Lee to work with them. Their 
only mistake was that they hired him without really know who he was. A similar case 
can be made for the stories of drug involvement among the fonner Mexican governors. 
General Paul F. Gorman, chief of the US Southern Command in Panama, told a 
Senate Committee the following: "Within ten years Mexico would be the United States' 
"No 1 security problem," adding that it had "The most corrupted government and society 
in Central America~ and was already "a center for subversion.'"91 If these harmful words 
(the most COmlpt government) had been said by a prejudiced illiterate person they could 
not have affected the Mexican image. But since they carne from a high-ranking US 
Anny officer that does not know that Mexico is not a part of Central America, these 
words have negatively affected not only the image of Mexico, but also the relationship 
between both countries as well as national security of Mexico. 
Jack Anderson published a column "exposing" alleged corruption by De la 
Madrid on the day the President de Ia Madrid met President Reagan, in May 1984. In 
Roger lee was a "political wizard and drug abuser at the same time". San Jose Mercury 
News. March 27/94. pplA, 2BA.By Brandon Bailey and Barty WItt. The Two lives of Roger Lee 
,., Alan Riding. Distant Neighbors. A portrait of the Mexicans. p.474 
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certain actions the De la Madrid administration could be criticized severly; but not up to 
the point to say "he was a corrupted". To Mexican officials and the population in general, 
the published article was seen as a barely disguised official reprisal for Mexico's 
independent policy towards Central America. The report provoked an outpouring of 
nationalistic indignation towards Washlngton. 191 This case is symptomatic of the 
enigmatic position of the US press. 
2. The Case of Enrique Camarena 
In 1985, the tragic murder of US DEA (Drug Enforcement Administration) 
agent Enrique Camarena and the Mexican pilot Annando Zavala prompted a intricate 
conlro\'ersy. The Camarena case had great domestic and foreign negative implications in 
relations between both countries. Camarena's assassination in Mex.ico and the 
inadequacy of the PGR to treat it with the exigency demanded by Washington made 
Reagan administration spokesmen react publicly with unveiled threats and menacing 
rhetoric that made headlines for a long time, at the national and international levels 
Mexico's discredit was substantial. 
In January 1990 NBC broadcasted the "Kiki Camarena Story". This chronicle 
launched a wave of attacks on the Mex.ican Government which accused it of being 
ccmpletely ccrrupt. Although President Salinas and fonner President Bush by this time 
had discussed increased coordination efforts between the two nations the aggressive tone 
of the program negatively affected the relation between both countries. 
Alan Riding. Distant Neighbors. A portrait of the Mexicans. p.474. 
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In December 1993, Richard L. Canas, Counter-terrorism and Antinarcotics 
Director of the National Security Board of the White House. in a press conference, 
referred to the heads of the US drug trafficking network said: 
"We know them. We nave the identification of them. The problem is that as in 
the times of Al Capone: we have not enough proof to arrest them".'O) 
The US govenunent with all its economic resources openly manifested that they 
were unable to move against New York mafia heads; why couldn't they wait for the long 
investigative process of the Camarena case') \Vas the Camarena case a special murder of 
an enforcement agent in Mexico') Currently, in the pennancntc campaign, 64 PGR agents 
have been killed'''; so how many investigations can be supported by the PGR with its 
budget constraints? 
General Dlscua Elvir, Commander General of the Honduran Anned Forces, m 
reference to the national budget of the Latin American countries said 
"I have the statistics for 1992 that show that drug trafficking in Latin America increased 
by an amount greater than the national budget m each country."I'~ 
What could the Mexican govenunent and the PGR have done eight years ago 
with the big budget constraint due to the worst economic crisis in Mexico? Although, 
there were also some cases of ineptitude an corrupt detectives. 
UNOMASUI\'O Dec:. 7/93. By Rodolfo Medona No Contamos con Prueb", para Arrest", a 
los Jefes que Distribuyen 13 Drag" en EU. pag 12. 
,.. Period from December 1'" /88 to Dauber )1/90. Sistema Estadistico Uniforme para el 
Control de Drogas. PGR 
'0; FBIS-LAT, '33_099, 25 MAY 93, P 9: TeguCigalp", Honduras. Voz de Honduras Network 
1145 GMT 24 May, 93. Interview will1 General leis A.lonso Di>-cua Elyir, Commander General of 
111" Arm .. d Forces, by Raul Balladare<; 
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3, Violations of Mexico's Sovereignty 
From verbal attacks to the actions. "Operation Just Cause" in Panama can be 
cited as an extreme example of the United States' violation of another country's national 
sovereignty. Mexico is no stranger to this type of abuse. Within the context of this 
subject several cases pertaining to Mexico can also be cited: 
a. The kidn.appin.g of Alvarez Macha;" 
The events of April of 1991 are a poignant example of the violation of 
Mexico's sovereignty. Dr. Alvarez Machain was accused by the United States of being 
involved in the murder of DEA agent Camarena. Dr. Machain's sequester provoked a 
retaliatory wave of condemnations and accusations by the Mexican Govenunent; 
President Salinas personally condemned the DEA's action. By the 26th of April, the 
DEA admitted participation in the kidnapping of Dr. Machain. They admitted to have 
paid a third party the sum of $20,000 in order to carry out the kidnapping. After much 
deliberation on the issue, Federal Judge Edward Rafeedie of Los Angeles Federal Court. 
declared the kidnapping illegal. Despite this legal position, the US Ambassador to 
Mexico, 10hn Dimitri Negroponte, said: "the U.S position on this matter is not to 
repatriate Dr. Machain." After several months Dr. Machain was brought to trial. After 
twenty months of pretrial and trial incarceration, on 14 December 1992 Dr. Machain was 
exonerated and released of all charges due to insufficient proofs. l~US, it would seem 
that all this effort was to have been for naught. The only thing this flagrant display of 
Monterrey, Nuevo Leon. Mexico. EI Norte de Monterrey. Dec 15/92. 
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indifference to national sovereignty would seem to have concluded is the re-affinnation 
of historical anti-US sentiment. 
b. The Tiunguis Automobilistico Issue 
Another marmer in which a country may violate another's sovereignty is 
through the use of extra·territoriality. That is, in our case, when the US tries to pursue 
it's own interests at the expense of Mexican citizens while in their own country. Take the 
Tianguis Automobilistico incident as a point in case. While investigating for stolen cars, 
FBI agents crossed the border into Ciudad Juarez, Mexico. They extended their search 
for these cars onto the streets of Ciudad Juarez. The investigation was approved and 
headed by agent David Duncan, the regional supervisor. The results ofthe search are not 
available; however, despite the search's effectiveness, the act of having conducted the 
search created tremendous repercussions. Jorge Mares Delgado, President of CANACO 
(the city's chamber of commerce), said: 
"This search by FBI agents constitutes a violation of national sovereignty.'0197 
Similar outbursts were heard elsewhere; Domingo Suarez, a political party 
member of the Frente Cardenista de Reconstruction, said: "These acts just create anxiety 
among the population of Ciudad Juarez because US police arrest persons in Mexico 
while investigating stolen cars in the United States.,,19i 
Mexico City, EI Heraldo. Augu5t 24/93. By Porfirio Quiroga Garcia. Protesta5 por 101 
IntervenciOn del fBI en Ciudad Juarez. 
,.. Mexico City, Ultimas Noticias. August 25/93. Agentes del FBI se Introducen Ilegaimente a 
Mexico: PFCRN. 
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From the US perspective, it would be unthinkable to have Mexican agents 
roaming freely in the United States conducting investigations of miscellaneous stolen 
articles or drug users. Mexico has accepted almost any condition requested by the US 
government in order to maintain the good relations and fight the increasing US drug 
market. 
c. Electoral Monito,.ing 
Besides delicate issues within the antidrug campaign; there are other sensitive 
issues such as the US insistence on sending foreign observers to elections abroad. This 
clearly constitutes meddling in the internal affairs of another state and, of course, directly 
affects Mexico's national sovereignty.'w In an act of reciprocity will Mexico send 
observers to monitor the US election process? 
4. Mexico as Scapegoat: The Immigration Problem 
Similarly to the violations of sovereignty are those directed against the 
immigrants citizens of said state. As has been previously mentioned, racism and second 
class treannent of undocumented Mexican workers is conunonplace. Governor Pete 
Wilson of Cali fomi a has taken the forefront in an anti-immigrant campaign, and has used 
words as: 
"California is under siege because the illegal inunigration. It is time to make 
something to this respect; what is more, it is time to finish this issue." Later he added ... "1 
Univision. May 19/94. Maria Antonleta Collins. Jorge Carpizo, Secretary of Government 
in Mexico, said "as a Mexican I censure that any foreigner wants to meddle in Mexico's internal 
affairs" 
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urged th~ Congress to refuse the Federal Laws that obligt"o the states to educate and give 
health care. ""and another benefits to undocumented inunib'Iants.""J' 
Be~ides, V.hlson has proposed the unconstitutional idea of denying citizenship 
status to thc children of the undocumented workers born within the state. In other words, 
he intends to strip legal citizens of the United States of their cltizenship; to leave them m 
vutual limbo.ln~ JaIme Garcia a reporter from Gnivision when referring to Wilson'~ 
antl-inllmgrant camp<lign said WiJson 
". ,has Presidential aspiratIOns, and he conSIders that the best way to get there is 
through the Caliform<l government He raised his popularity from 15-48°,,, through thIS 
aggrcssive <lnti-Immlgrant campaign." 
As a consequence, since the beginmng of \'h1son' campaign, there has been 
gnming anll-hispamc immigrant sentiment. Reporters of KSMS have called It "<l Wltell 
hunt", A recen: poll conducted by a S.F. journal shov.ed that 2 of each 3 residents in the 
north of CalifornIa think that undocumented workers are a drain of economic resources ,-" 
ThiS actions has had some incon\"enience~ for the hispanic residents. as occurred 10 Eddie 
Corte~. major of Pomona Ca, when he was stopped In the street and surpri~in£ly 
questioned and menaced by the pollee,:[I..t 
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Ironically, reactions to Governor Wilson's poslUre come from inside the Cniled 
SIJ.:es Ron Unz, (RJ, another candidate for governor, said' 
" ... with his words the current governor Wilson provoke an ethical dIvIsion 
similar to the Bosnia division 
Additionally Henry Cisneros, Department Housing and Urban Development 
when interviewed by Teresa Rodriguer05 said 
"As lmrnJgrants. to be successful, we must educate our youth, partIcipate in 
politics, and take advantages of the economic opporrunities of this count!)'" 
Probably the worst aspect of Wilson's campaign is the falseness of the data used 
Grace :-":apo1!tano (D) President of the Immigration Committee in the Stale Assembly 
declared that "the statistics mentioned by Wilson are exaggerated and far from the 
rea11t) ..... '06 Mexican Senator Gustavo Salinas Iniguez, member of the Senate Commission 
for Border Affalfs and Secretary of the Trade Commission, saId 
"Califorr.ia Governor Pete Wilson. uses Mexicans as scapegoats so he can get 
reelected It is unfair for Wilson to accuse our fellow cltizens of bleeding CahfOl":"ua's 
economy whw their work is actually helping enrich it.,,~01 
These last t\VO denunciations ratify Jaime Garcia's words mentioned above The 
campaign Jeopardizes the bmational relation bern-'een :\.1eX1Co and the United StaleS 
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5. Political Interference 
Mexico has also been the target of political meddling. TradItionally. L'S 
pohtlClans adduce that Mexico does not have a democratic system because of the PRJ's 
(Revolutionary InstitutIOnal Party) pennanency in power for more than 65 years. Mexico 
is continuously critIcized of supposed electoral fraud, and it is impos~ible to doubt that 
some times it has eXIsted. But. what IS the justification for meddling in the internal 
affairs of one's neighbor ifhe mamtains peace and stability? furthennorc, on what mOfal 
basi~ are these denunciations mack"~ 
The PRJ party has remained 1n power for a long time a~ an institutIon: but 
people rotate tn publIC offices No one. as eleclive official can remain in office for more 
than one clecti\e period 2'-"On Ihe contrary. just to quote one ex~mplc. Congre~small 
Carl Vinson (DJ of Georgin was ranking in the House of Naval Affairs Committee and 
then on the Anned Sernce, Committee for nearly thIrty years.20 
With r~specl to political power, the PRI consenes all the power it can achieve 
Cenamly. 11 retams the governors' state power in 87% of the states of the Mexican 
Union,"'" and tile 66% of the Mexican Congress (Camera), and the "opposition partie~" 
most of the times argued fraud in electJOns, The democratic foreign observer --who doe~ 
not know the "Mexican democratic system --, ignores that most of the Mexican workers 
and Campe~inos are enrolled in the PRI party through the CT~ (MeXlcan Workers 
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Confederation) and the CNOC (National worker-peasants Confederation) WhlCb make: 
really a strong party because the quantity of secure constituency. Besid<:s, people from 
PRJ party. arc well knOW11 among the Mexican population and overall are more serious m 
their political perceptions. lIIThe PRI could not be the best, but currently at least is the 
better option;"" as a consequencc looser political parties claim fraud in the eleetlOn as an 
adverllsing for future electoral campaigns 
Riordan Roctl wrote 1ll a subsequent hearing in june, Helms denounced 
Mexico'~ 1982 presidential election:; as fraudulent and went so far as to suggest thm 
President de la Madrid should resign " 
ThlS scquence of pub!Jc ImplllatlOns han' been typified by at least one ob.,erver 
as "the worst officml CS criticIsm of Mexico .'>mee 1927 ""', 
AdditIOnally. as ~ Senator from Cahfonlw in 1986, current Cahfornw Governor 
Pde 'kllson (1<.). declared that the 1986 eiectlOD, m the Mexican State of Chihuahua were 
fmudulent. and demanded that President de la Madnd Jnvahdate them and follow through 
on IllS earher promlses regarding the moralizatlOn and democratIzation of the Melo.ican 
political s)~tem.'"·4 Recently, Juan RUlz Heally, when refiring to Pete's Wil~on moral 
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quality, wrote: "Governor Pete \\"llson has been identified as one of the most known 
arlll-Mexican US politicians, He uses his attacks against thc undocumcnted workers as a 
slog:m for his reelection campaign."m So, where is the moral quality of which he speaks. 
and where arc the democratic values when he puts his self-interest o\'er the welfare ofthc 
people') 
Robert Tomeclli (D). a Congressmen from New Jersey, is another US politil.:lan 
who is critical of democratic values m Mexico, He is well known in Latin America for 
hi~ mfamous so-called "Torricelli Law'·." He wants to "decertij)":'- Mexico because of 
the uphea\'al in Chlapas." said Me~ico's Foreign Affairs Secretary, Manuel Tello 
Macias.'" Additionally. on :v1ay [9, 1994, Torricelli agam meddled m Mexil.:o's internal 
affair~. nov.. in the Mexican electof(ll issue:'" when in a preJudlCed manner he intervened 
in the Congress by qualifymg \.1exican Elector(ll Procc% as a cheating one, even 
before the electIOn takes plal.:e Thi~ n:calls the old "Recognition Goverrunent Policy·' of 
the ]920s 
Torricelli has been haked \I.,ilh Jorge \1as Canosa;-" and, as linda Robmson 
wrote when refiring to this relationshlp 
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Torrice!1i ... denies that his close association with Mas compromises him Of 
helps promote Mas's ambitions. A former Mas associate disagrees: Mas greases 
the hands ofpeopJe [and] uses them ... Theytre doing the same with Torricelli, and 
he's going to get burned'" 
If the close relationship with Mas Canosa raises curiosity in the US pres~, his 
intimate relationship with Blanca Jagger -- ex-wife of Mick Jagger22l, and currently 
related to leftist movements -- has been generating even more of this type of report.m 
Po~ture<; of US politicians like the ones mentioned above are frequent, and are originated 
because the politicians don't understand -- or at least, don't seem to understand -- that the 
character oflhe democratic system is different in each country.224 Democracy cannot be 
exported; there are no pre-fabncated models Democracy is itself an mternal process of 
each countr: 
6, The !'.·AFT A D€"batcs 
In the bllateral relatiOnship between Mexleo and the enited Slates, nOlhmg is 
more riveting and irritating. due to the dialogues. than the statements and debates JrlSlllg 
OUI oflhe NAFT A negotiations 
a. I\'AFTA's Statements 
Fonner PreSIdent Carter stated 
Mexico has a long road ahead of it to arrive at truly honest and democratic 
dections. Jfthe US does not support the FTA (Free Trade Agreement), we will 
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hope for us to han' honest, democratic elections in 
The US Republican Congressman James Leach, also a supporter ofNAfTA, 
said 
"It is absolutely true that Mexico today is full of corruption. Thus, we will be 
taking a big risk by not passing the FT A and helping to refonn that system.22 ' 
These cases are typical of the Mexican saying "No me ayudes Compadre" 
(Don't help me my friend). Both arguments are .... ery difficult to dIstinguish from those of 
the NAFT A's <ldversaries 
b. Albert Gore-Ros.l· Perot"" 
Clinton'~ AdministratIon made its best effort to favorably ~upport ?\AfT A 
during the debate between Vice PresIdent Albert Gore <lnd the most vIsIble anti-1\AFTA 
figure, Ros~ Perut During tIllS debate. the Irritation of the Mexicans cannot be raised 
marc. becaus~ there is no more room. The harsh and insultlTIg words of Ross Perot will 
pas~ to postenty as among the most offensive words pronounced from theIr northem 
neighbors. Words as "(until) the animals in the United States live better than a Mexican 
in his own country" OT "the best aspiration of the Mexicans are 10 have a latrine and 
running water" are certainly words of a vulgar fellow. ¥lhen such words are pronounced 
in front of the Vice-President of the United States, and before the TV cameras in a 
world-wide transmission, the impact and effects couldn't be worse 
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As a consequence of this debate, all kinds ofpfotests rose against Ross Perot 
In the United States itself: Jaime Enrique Felix, Coord. for Democratic Change in the 
PRD said: 
Ollr country's public image was hurt in one way or another during this debate 
Hector Teran Teran, Senator (PAN): 
This really shows tremendous lack of information about !v1exico 
Oscar Mauro Ramirez. Representant ofthe Assembly, PARM: 
Erbeno Castillo. of the democratic change movement in the PRD 
'The mexican Government should have submitted an inunedlate protest 
rejecting the comments on our country's political system" 
And finally. Hector Olivares. Senator PRJ' 
debate, making one 
entry the country of those who devote to 
offendmg Mexico. We condemn Perot's statements because they are laden with 
racism and intolerance, and we reject them because of the disrespect and ignorance 
they express 
Ramon Sosa Montes, of PRD: 
We insist that Mexico can't be part of a teievislOn show, as It was on 
November 9 and as it is now. It must reaffirm it~ sovereih'1lty. As the PRD, we 
demand it.m 
M"X1{"{,l CIt)' XfW lel<2vision 0430 GMT Nov 11/91 24 Hor", neW5cast. Mexlcdn 
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In this easy manner. there can be demonstrated the action and the reactions 
within this relationship, marked by the asymmetry of power. On one side the selfish 
interest of some politicians and the anxiety of those, who wants to be renewed by his 
absurd comments; and in the other side, the Mexicans endure those onslaughts. Together, 
the hegemonic position and the defensive one, and its output, the concept of sovereignty; 
the too valuable concept of the Mexicans. 
7. Policy Inconsistencies 
Independent of any historic social, economical, or military decision taken in the 
past. the policy of United States toward Mexico on drugs has had inconsistencies. The 
best example of this was during World War n As related in words of Guadalupe 
Rodriguez; 
In a strange historical about-face, the United States actually encouraged legal 
MeXican opium and hemp production during \vwII on behalf of the Allied war 
effort .. .During the same year [1943]. US officials reversed their pro-production 
approach toward Mexican drugs, again encouraged restriction, and even discussed 
the possibility of border searches for drugs. llo 
Decisions are quick to make, while the decision-action execution process takes 
more time. Mexico's implementation ofthc antidrug campaIgn during World War II took 
a great effort. The struggle in which Mexico continues is immersed. sometimes more, 
sometimes less involved, depends of the economical resources of the budget and other 
pnorities of the Mexican Government's agenda. 
PolitiCian Re3ct to Gore-Perot Debate. 
'" Guadalupe Gonzalez. The Drug Connection US- Mexican Relations. p.7l 
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An other example of foreign policy inconsistencies is the related direct 
c<Juse-and-effect connection between rising US restraints on legitimate trade and the rise 
of trade in 1llicit drugs. It could be contioned in the case of marijuana cultivation in 
Belize. As Congress repeatedly cut the amount of sugar Beli:te could sell to the United 
Stutes. sugar fanners started growing marijuana. The irony is that while US policy 
pushes Caribbean sugar farmers into marijuana, US agricultural expert try to persuade 
cocagrowmg peasants in Bolivia and Peru to cultivate other cropS.110 
A casc of political inconsistencies, nov, m the socio-cconomical field, is the 
anti-migrant actions alung the US-Mexican border. While the United States puts up a 
tluce-meter metal wall'" to prevent the crossing of "illcgal aliens" from Mexico into US 
territory; the US politicians encourage illegal departures from Cuba and Haiti 
8, A Profitable Business 
Besides the polit1cal attacks from the US politicIans and from ordinary people 
that want to be recognized, there are some writers of "yellow journalism" that write books 
acccssible to all the people in order to make profits. James Mills, in his best selling ho,," 
"The Underground Empire: Where Crimt and Government Embrace" mentions. "Mexico 
is probably the most corrupt nation on earth Later, ht \.\TotC, "75'>-{' of the export 
eammgs of Mex1co and of Colomb1a are probably drug profits ,. 
[)rllg 
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When a country' is getting 75% of its total expons eammgs from drugs. there IS a 
country that is purely and simply in the drug business. Later Jame~ :v1ills. before the 
Representatjve~ in the Hou~e. said 
.. r think the President has 10 say, we have tried stopping drugs at the borders 
It has not worked. and il is not going to work .. Mexico is the major exporter to the 
United States of mariJuana, heroin. and amphetamine;;. He can go from country to 
count!)' quoting the statistics, and say these are hostile acts. We are, in efTect, at 
war wlth these countries.m 
SimIlar is the case of the writer Elaine Shanon in his book "Descsperados. Latin 
Drug Lords, US Lawmen, and the \Val A.menea Can't Will." In this book, the author 
descnbes the DEA agent Camarena a~ a ~uper-hero, while the Mexicans are the corrupt 
and bad \"illain~ 
Bouks like this, and statements before the RepresentatIves, could shift the image 
of the neIghbors and motivate the constituencies to change the policies toward MexlCo. 
jeopanlizmg in such a way the e\OlutlOn of the good relationship 
F. THE GOOD ]';'EWS I~ VS~'lEXICO RELATlO,\;S 
Progres~ in the relanonshlp benwen the nvo countries continues, contra!)' to the 
hegemony and attitudes of leadership of the United States Government with regard to Ihe 
process of its policies toward Mexico, opposed to the mischievous posture of politicIans 
thaI seck their own benefits through misleadmg political campaigns which had influenced 
Lnited 51i1tes-M('""rJ<1 Cp()perallOn Hiort, In N~rcot'C5 Control Wort, Jul)- 17 
pp,]·55 
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the populatlOn toward segregation instead of unity, and on the contrary to the eagerness 
of richness and power without caring much which methods are used to obtain thcm 
Spurring progress has been the will of the population of the L'nited States and 
amung them, those who have been seeking for the power that will make them able to 
please the needs of socIety in which we have lived. Historical men as Abraham Lincoln 
and John Quincy Adams, or brave men fonn the San Patrick Battalion; and more recent 
figures, such as Milton Eisenhower, John F Kennedy, and George Bush; names that will 
be remembered forever 
The solidarity of L'S society has promoted on many occasions the understanding 
bet.,,,een the United States and MeXICO. and also ha~ worked hard to help the MeXican 
people when they have faced geogmphleaJ and meteorological adversities. Both natlOns 
have fought together agalllst a common enemies, such as drugs, that have been pOisomng 
the blood of ofth~ir youth 
Along the Mexico-CS, border the lllteraction of both SOCIeties has grown stronger 
each day. This IS an me"timable matured symbol of integration between both societie~. 
and as professor Porrua lectured in his university classes "This i~ th.: common wealth of 
the people" 
The first three years of the new MeXlcan administration have enhanced Ihis 
inter-relation between Mexico and the United State~_ NAFTA. which took effect on 
January 1, 1994, will be the cataly~t to accelerate the maturity of the relation among both 
natwllS anD at the same time will maintain the respect to the sovereignty of both 
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Y. NAFTA: THE NEW ENVIRONMEI\iT 
to make the most of the new opportunities open to us, 
our working partnerships in this hemisphere-between countries 
sCluth;between government, busine~s, and labor .. " George Bush')' 
A. INTRODUCTlOI\ 
This Bush approach highlights free trade in the hemIspheres as the eomerSlOne of a 
new inter-American era of cooperatIOn. Since the Jeffersoman epoch 10 the Good 
:\eigbbor polley anJ thr Alhanee for Progress imtlative. the idea of a <;ingk hemisphere 
glllded by one ordmanee and expressing one language. has been the invariable US 
approach to heml~phenc issues_ It emphasized the need for a hemispheri( order. directed 
by the Lnited Slates as if hegemonic power, and structured around Joined policies and 
mulltlateri'll institutions 
MexIco 10ClkeJ tu a free trade agreement with the United States ba~i(ally as a 
llleam of attracting foreib'TI I1lvestment. because MeXIcan investors wcre unlikely to be 
abk to afford the required investment; besides tIm, the agreement also reinforce., 
Mexlco's prominence as an export position to the United States. On the contrary. for the 
United States the agreement unveils a vast unprotected market, besides promoting the 
welfare of llS southern neighbor by increasing job opportunities, boosting its politi(al 
stability. and reducing, in the long run, the immigration problem 
"[nterpme for the "'merit", IniliallvP' Ma)-,1990 
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Additionally. the 50-called parallel agreement~ completely adhere to the prinClples 
and regulations established in the Constitutions and policies of each ofthe countries. The 
fir~t agreement deals with environmental cooperation, seekmg to foster the protection of 
the environment in each of the countries' la"'''5. The second parallel agreement focuses on 
labor issues, It seeks to contribute to the well-being of workers in the three eoutnes 
through the implementation of eXlstmg laws and the exchange ofinfonnation 
B, l"AFTA: ITS HISTORY A~D TEACHING 
During the 19);0 presidential campal!:-'1l. both the conservative candIdate Ronald 
Reagan and the liberal Jeft) Brown proposed the creatlOn of a North .A.mencan COllullon 
Market (involving the Umted States. Canada, and Mexico),'-" But it was dunng the 
tenure of Pre,ident George Bush, when the transfonnatlOn of the US policy toward Latin 
America instituted the emergence of a new pattern of cooperation m the \\'estem 
Hemisphere bascd on a commitment to economic partnershIp m the new world order 
The Imponanee of Mexico for the Bush administration was highlighted in August 19S9 
when half the Cabinet traveled to Mexico for a working seS~lOn of the US-\1exico 
bIlateral commission 2l5 The purpose of this meeting wa~ to search for their countries' 
common interst -- their mutual p()lifi("ai and economic stabilit; 
In May, 1991, the fast track vote took place, marking the beginning of the final 
phase of effort directed toward completing the agreement From June 1991 to August 
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1992, negotiations were conducted Further negotlations regarding the parallel 
agreements were conducted from March to Augus! 1993. During the nl:gollation process. 
three principles became fundamental absolute respect for Me;>;.ican soYereignt):: 
preservation of the basic agreement: and agreement that the parallel agreements not 
become a mechanism for "unjustified" protectionism. NAFTA reunited the populatlOns 
of Canada (27 million), Me;>;.ico (86 million), and the US (256 million). The NAFT A 
countries produce 18% ofthe world's exports, and cover and area of21.132 sq km 
Finally. the tlrree governments, represented by Prime Minister Mulroncy, President 
Salinas, and President Clinton. signed the treaty on September 13 and 14, 1993. It!~ 
lllteresting to nOle that President Clmton brought all of IllS polnical weight to bear to 
force Con!:,'Iessional apprOl'al of the agreement by January I. 1994 
Presldl:nt Sahnas. a graduate of a US ulllversity, kneVl about lobbies and the 
various political m::tnuvering involved in the pa,sage of any US legislation The Salinas 
AdminIstration madc contributions to George Bush's reelectlOn campaIgn, and spent 
between 25 and 40 milllOn dollars over three yean on a pro-NAFTA campaign, rhereb1 
becoming znvo/...,:d /11 rhe domestic politics of its northern neighbor."'" Ross Perot, a 
severe crJtie of Presldcnt Clinton and the spearhead of resistance to 1\AFTA, observcd 
thi~ new phenomenon and called on Congrcss to bUll such practices by fOrelk'll 
gO\'emments 
On November 18, 1993, the US House of Representatives approved NAFTA. 
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reported thilt the co,! 
wa, 42 mill'on pe,os 
T-ABl-' V-II TH-' H-OUS,C7V;;COT~,o.ON"NC;-;AFT"'A:----
Votes Against 200 
C. IMPACT OF J\"AFTA 
This process was observed closely by most or the Latin American nations, and was 
thought to have murt of a potential politi~al impact than an economlC one Rejection of 
\'AFTA, asserted Chilean President AI\\in. would "send if negative signal to Latin 
America as a whole The lack of significance attached to the economic Impact of the 
agreement wa.' pnmanly duc to the fact that more than 70~'o of Mexico's trade was with 
the LS. and more than 6~,o of 115 entire \\orkforce was employed m the l'S. at the time of 
ratification ThiS exported workforce sends at lea~·;( S4 billion back to \1exico each 
In NAFT A. :\,1I;\ICO ~ees the opportunity for commercial opcmngs. This level of 
opportunity is e)(pected to lead Me)(lCanS to Slaying III Me)(ico for work. rather thnn 
traveling to the United State~. where they encounter all kinds of humiliation and racisl 
attitudes. As JauDe Serra Puche. MeXIcan Secretary ofC'ornmerce. said:!"" 
NAFTA is another instrument within the president's economic policy. It is an 
instrument that will allow us to grow more and ge~erate ~s ~uickly. These _ 
Latin AmericJ Ready for PaJ1ner.,hip?, p_87 
93 P 14: MeXICO City Chann~1 1.\ TeleVISiOn, GMT 1314 
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are instruments that have produced results like lowering the inflation rale, 
increasing grow, finding public financing, renegociating foreign debt. r\AFTA IS 
an instrument that will make us more competitive and crcate more Jobs in the long 
run. We should not expcct immediate results, but long-term results 
Mexico could become increasingly important for the US. given the emerging world 
trend toward regIOnalism. This is perhaps what compels the US to tum inward in the 
relationship, examining more closely the interdomestic relatJonship in such issues as 
unemployment/immigratIOn, drug trafficking and consumptJon, environmental concerns, 
and other~. The solutions to these issues betv.een Mexico and the CS will consequently 
mfluence the relationship of the US to the rest of the Western Hemisphere. The Latin 
American region as a whole is looking to the development of the US-\1exlcan 
relationship to see v.hlo:ther it is possible to fann a growth-oriented hemispheric 
rdationship thaI v.dl mcrease the welfare of their respective populations and continen131 
secunty 
As an .,d\'~nce.J developing country, !l.-1exico doe~ not need economic 3SSI5tanCC, 
bur rather more open trade and-'or tlnancial policies. The establisrunent of such policies is 
crucial to the Mexico-CS relatIOnship. where trade 3nd investment are at one and the 
same time the most promising and most risky areas of coopcration. The actions of 
President Salinas seems to be moving in the direction of tmde, technology transfer, 
foreign investment and exchange. and economic and employment b'Towth. 
Mexico's foreign debt at the end of December, 1993 was $78.747 billion thi~ 
represents 21.4% of the country's GNP.)4" Mexico received $15.6 billion m mvesttnent in 
FB'~·LAT, 94·036. 23 FEB 94, p. 10 Mt'x,((} Cily NOTIMEX, GMT 1108, february 18 
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1993, while in January, 1994 alone, investment totaled S2.370 billion. TIus repre~enb 
R6%, of the total investment during the first half of 1993.'41 The largest foreign !nvestors 
in Mexlco during the last six years were: United States, 63.8%; France, 4,5%: United 
Kingdom, 4.5~'o; Swit>:erland, 4.4%; Germany, 3.5%; Netherlands, 2.5%; and Japan 
2.0'};'. The US would benefit from more stable economic policies in Mexico, making it a 
more attracllve location for capital inflow and for joint productlOn activities Direct 
investment is not only another source of capital, it also opens the way for technological 
progress in production. marketing. and industrial organization 
Serra Puche has reported th~t last year Mexico !ncreased its exports to Canada b) 
100 pcru:nt, whIch indicates that }\AFTA is beglllning to yield fa\'orable results for the 
natIOnal economy'" Jan Burchett, Canadian Consul In Mexico, said that lithe interSl 
sho"cJ by over 5.000 Canadian companies to do business WIth MeXicans within thc 
framework of NAFT A will encourage Canadian exports,!" While the trade between 
Mexico and the Linited States, grew from S40,OOO million in 1989 to S75,OOO million in 
]993.:" As an example of this market expansion can be cited by the 5.202 vehicles that 
were imported to Mexi<.:o la~t JanuaI;"-'. Customs offiCials reported that this amount is 
httle over 1,000 percent higher than in January 1993 C4' 
An additional benefit ofNAFTA is the increase in Mexican wages and standard of 
living, which serves to decrease the pressure for unauthorized llllDligration into the US'" 
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1. The Immigration Problem 
The Immigration problem within the relationship was prompted by Mexico's 
development model which in recent years has been maetive and unable to create more 
sources of employment for the growing popUlation. It appears Mexico's most efficient 
production capabIlities arc baby factories. Fonner President Lopez Portillo during his 
tenure made reference to the immigration problem noting that "we prefer to expon 
products rather than people."w These words were reIterated by President Salinas during 
an mteTview in San Francisco, CA .. last year, referring to the \AFlA-1mmib'T<ltion 
delimma, he said 
We have to build new institutions 
I must 
work. ThaI i~ why we 
The aggravating dilemma of NAFT A IS that once tariffs are lifted. not all 
industries will he able to compete successfully and many will be forced out of bUSiness 
Some workers WI]] lose their jobs, and some districts will be left in an economic 
quagmire. For lhe lo~ers. the fact that \1exi<;o and the Lniled St.1tes as a whole will be 
hetter off is no cumpensalion for their loss. Fidel Valazquez. leader of the CTM 
(ConfederatlOn of Mexican Workers). continued on February 23 that there are 7 mililon 
unemployed persons in Mexico.249 The same source stales that under the Salinas 
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Administration 10 million Mexicans lost their jobs, and tho'>e who retained jobs did not 
receive any benefits or social security, earning less than the mmimum wage. The labor 
situation m the country wa~ described a~ "alanning" because no new jobs were created 
between 1992 and 1993.2'" According to the National Institute of Geography, Statistics, 
and Data Processing, 588,000 manufacturing workers lost theIr jobs in 1993 
For the Unitcd States, It is imponant that Mexico adueve rapid progress in 
employment creation, m order to relieve pressure in the migratIOn problem. Currently, 
there are about 10 million Mexicans livjng in US territory_ The "MaqUiladora Program" 
constituted by assembly mdustnes deployed along the US'Mexlcan border, have notably 
contributed to stemming the flow of irnmigranb to the US. Almost:2 million workers 
from Centr~1 and South Ameri,'a ha\e been absorbed by this program, rather than 
bccommg "illegal-," in the US i'l 
Former Government SecretaT\ Jose PatrocHlo GonzalC7 B1anco-Garndo annoum:cd 
last October the creation oflhe National Migration Institute (INM), which wjlJ strcngthen 
and expand the function~ of the General Directorate of Migration Services; especially for 
those cases stemming from migration, which ha5 economic, sociaL and, occasionally. 
political motl\e>_,\l 
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2. The Drug Trafficking Problem 
The increase in interdependency will a!~() increase cross border commercial 
tr<J.ffic Since the NAFTA went into effect on Janua!)'l, 1994, Mexican exports to the US 
have comprised 80% of its total exporL~. The increase in traffic of non-duty goods has 
increased the level of opportumty to smuggle drugs 1ll north-bound traffic for two 
First, the customs agents who might ident1f'y potentIal drug smugglmg 
shipments no longer engagc in thc processes assocIated with former duties, which have 
allen led to drug seizures. Second, the ~heer volume of traffic reduces law enforcement 
agency ability 10 apprehend drug shipments 
C<llifumJa, 23 miles east of San Diegu, IS normally the second-bum·<;t 
commerctal port of entry on the MeXIcan border, An average of 1.033 trucks from 
!\1CX1CO cntcr daily, crossing between Sun Ysidro, California. and TIJuana. MeXICO arc 
approxImately 1.100 trucks each day.ll' In Laredo, Texas, whIch is the terminus of 
Interstate Highwav 35 and the busiest cro~si[)g point on the Rio Gr<lnde, the number of 
trucks headmg wuth has jumped to 800.000 last lear. compared to 185,000 in ]987 
Tna., ha~ 23 lOtemational border crossing~ -- 20 bridges. two dam crossings. and one 
hand-drawn ferry -- and there are proposals for at least 11 more,"" These ne\\ crossings 
will be built to accommodate the mcrcased northward and southward bound traffic, but 
more (;Ustoms agents will be required as well, to stop northbound drllg~ and southbound 
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One of the pnnclpal benefits offered by NAFT A is the opponunlt) for the US 
and !>1exlco to work more closely with one another to stop drug traffickmg. In a joint 
declaratIOn, the 1\.\'0 countnes' Attorneys General stressed that the approval of NAFTA 
will result In a closer and more intense cooperation !II the fight against drug traffickmg 
and orgamzed crime Former Attorne) Jorge Carplzo made the following remarks, 
the strengthemng of the chmate of respect and joint responsibIlity that 
XAFTA will bring about will permit an Increase in MexIcan and US capablhtJe~ to 
fight drug trafficking and other cnmes ~uch as orgalllzed crime, mone) laundenng. 
and gunrunnmg 15! 
MeXICO's economlC cnsi~ IS nOI a theoretical Issue for the exclUSIve concern of 
economIsts. It dlTectly affecl~ the pea~ant fanner., who, for instance, arc \ulnerable to the 
promI~es of drug proflts. There is. therefore. a requirement for rural development. a~ 
pointed out h) Kempe Hope c" 
The cardinal aim of rural development IS \Icwed nOI a~ 3f,,'Tieultural 
and economIc gro\\1h III the naITOW sense. but as balanced and economIc 
Illcludrng the generation of new employment. the equlIable 
"'Idcspread Improvement III health. nutnllOn. and housrng, 
for all indiViduals to realIze theIr full potentml 
a strong voice for all rural people In shapIng the deClsion~ 
The Proeampo Plan ("pro-countrysIde") in M<!xlco IS a reactIve agncu]tural 
development plan that follows the Kempe approach wlIh the suplusscs of the qz budget 
and an additional investment of 11.7 bIllion pesos. TIllS plan has benefitted over 3 
FBIS-LA,T, 93·196, 1) OCT 9), P 14 Mt'xlco Clly Can",1 13, GMT 1300, October 12, 
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miliion fanners through direct subsidies and has included producers of com, beans, 
wheat, soy, sorghum, rice, and cotton.m This is one of the best mechanisms through 
which the Mexican Government is trying to stop drug cultivatIOn Within the new 
environment ofNAFTA. 
D. THE NEW EVENTS 
President Sahnas is reinstalling a commitment to social welfare expenditures 
More accurately. perhaps, he is elevating the commitment to social devclopment as he 
rolls back the state's interest in other sectors. The tool for social development has been 
the PRONASOL (NatIonal Sohdanty Program) but, because the organization's logo bears 
the national colors, some critics claim that it is instead a vehicle to advance the interests 
<HId comtituency of the PRI government. As a result of this program, the State of 
Chlapas, with 2.7% of the country's populatIOn, recclved 1,590 bilhon pesos over the last 
five years, which accounts fOT 6.44% of all PRONASOL disbursements m MeXICO's 31 
state and federal dlsuicls. On December 25, 1993, SOCIal Development Secretary Carlos 
ROjas GutIerrez stated that PRONASOL's national budget for 1994 would be 88 billion 
In a speech to the Mexican population, President Sahnas saId, 
Some people tried, with arguments, to shun the greatness of the Mexican 
people. Those people were defeated by a clear will to establish a new kind of 
relationship in North America and to follow on the world's dynamic tendency 
toward change.~. Now, we will increase our efforts, we will continue to consolidate 
FBIS-LAT, 93-193. 7 OCT 93, p. 11: Mexico City Canal 13, GMT 1333, Odober 5,1993 
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our reforms_ We will keep our economIC path, we will strengthen our domestic 
market, and we will take additional steps so that more fellow countl)111ell. 
especially those who have the least, enjoy grealer well.bemg.'~-! 
Suprisingly, Ihe so-called Ejercitn Zapatista de Liberacion Naciona! (EZL!\)" 
declared war on the Mexican Government on January I, 1994. and occupied four major 
offices in the State of Chiapas_ During the confrontation bem'een these outlaws and the 
army, then~ was an unofficial death tol! of 200 in II days, after which President Salinas, 
in a goodwill gesture, ordered the Mexican Army to engage in a unilateral cease-fire,'"' 
As a result of the conflict 1!l rhlapa~, the Mexican stock market dropperl 
Pedro !\oyola, Deputy Sccrctal)' of foreign Commerce and Investment at the Secretariat 
of Commerce. m an attempt to maintain financial stability. said. "Investment projects are 
Silli strong nearly 500 foreign investment projects aImed to strengthen the textile, 
a!;,.'TO-mdustflnL tourism. commerical, and manufacturing sectors starting this year ,,' -
!\e\'erthelcs~. there wa6 a flight of $6,500 million in capital. The L'S came to the rescue 
of ItS new economic partner wnh $6,000 milhon to ease the critical situation 
US Repre~entallye Robert Toriecellt (0) made the following comment 
The Uniled State~ should make vel) clear to the Mexican Go\errunent the 
type of political rdonns required if we are to maintain a new relationship 
Such (';omments arc unfriendly and offensivc.l6! 
FBtS-LAT. 9}·221, 18 r..OV 91, p_ 23 M<o>xl(o City X[W Teiev;';on, GMT 0508, Novembpr 
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EZLN'~ message to President Clinton, the L'S Congress, and the CS people 
asked if they had "approved the military and economic aid to combat drug trafficking and 
to kiH Indians in the south-eastern part ofMexico."2<>4 
In contrast to the peace of the past and the future benefits anticipated with the 
passage of KAFTA violent aetiyities, such as the (hiapas revolt, jeopardized poitical 
stabihty and promoted a false image of insecurity, which provoked the flight of capital 
and the deterioration of foreIgn investment 
Such violent activity inc1ude~_ the kidnapping of Alfredo Harpen. the mam 
shareholder of B,\NA.\lEX (The NatIOnal Mexican Bank); the kidnapping of Angel 
O~ada, owner of the retail store chain Gigante; the assasination ofLUls Donalda Colosio. 
PRI camhdate for the !\1exican presidency; the assassination of the PUR Commander who 
was investigating the Colosia case; the banning of US products by local authonties: and 
a student demonstration in San Luis Potosi whJCh resulted m the burning of 100 bU5C, 
o\'~r a dl~pute ansing out of a bus ticket price merease. All of these events seem to 
contribute to a generally unstable envirorunent regardmg the process and development of 
:\AFTA 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
For the inhabitants of North America, one of the most fascinating subjects should 
be the study of inteHelationships that exist amongst the three countries: Canada, the 
United States and Mexico. In the northern portion, the culture of most influence stems 
from european background and anglo-.saxon heritage. To the south is the latin culture, 
which is primarily based on conservative spanish beliefs. These two distinct societies are 
destined to share a contiguous land mass for the remainder of their existence. 
The history of these societies is marred with both conquests and defeats; one 
destined to grow in accordance with it's belief in manifest destiny at the expense of the 
other; a highlight in the history of the world accentuated with conflagrations and struggle. 
Their proximity has also caused meaningful side effects. The United States, while 
more powerful and prepared to use that power for its own ends, has clearly served as a 
catalyst to initiate the formation of a Mexican national identity. Mexican rhetoric is 
accentuated with a continuous call for unity; it is necessary because unity, for them, has 
become synonymous with security and, therefore. supported by the strong concept of 
national sovereignty. 
In the dynamic world of international relations, one country is often defined by the 
capabilities or limitations of a neighbor. In this case, Mexico becomes a threat to the 
well-being of the United States if it is perceived as being weak. The problems which are 
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generated within this context may become serious threats if they are not addressed within 
time. Within the myriad inter-domestic problems that exist between the US and Mexico, 
the ones which draw greatest attention in tenns of magnitude and potential threat are 
those of drug trafficking and iIlega1 immigration. However, in relation to other pressing 
world problems, these issue have taken a back seat, in accordance with the US agenda. 
This has been true in the past, and it appears that US interests and policy priorities may 
continue to be dominated by Europe (including the fonner Soviet Union) and Asia. 
Mexico's lackluster economic perfonnance is often cited as one of the reasons why 
drug production is so attractive to its peasant population. Also, given the shortcomings of 
the Mexican economy in the last three administrations, the underground empire of drugs 
has indirectly assisted the government's economic growth agenda. It has created jobs, 
and addressed other economic issues that have had the effect of ebbing the national debt. 
Moreover, there have even been cases in which Latin American drug traffickers have 
offered to repay their country's external debt in return for amnesty.2M Even so, though 
drug production! trafficking has tangible benefits fOf Mexico and its population, it cannot 
be justified under these terms because it constitutes a threat to the societies of both 
countries. 
The problem is multi-faceted. Drug trafficking is not a Mexican problem in its 
origin; this has already been a1luded to above. Nor is it only a US-specific problem. It is 
MacDonald mentions examples in Peru and Bolivia. But in Mexico, Caro Quintero __ One of 
the main accused in the Camarena case--, offered also in less than five years pay the Mexico's 
external debt. Scott B. MacDonald. Mountain High, White Avalanche. Cocaine and Power in the 
Andean States and Panama.P.134. (fot example, in Peru and Bolivia) 
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a problem causcd by both the demand in the US and the supply via Mexlco (hoth through 
production and trans-shipmcnt), Thus, campaigns against only production are useless: as 
well as those against drug use only. An effective anti-drug program must encompass all 
aspects of the drug trafficking equahon. In this manner, by attacking both supply and 
demand, can the menace that drugs pose be at least dimimshed if not completely 
eliminated 
Also, consider that big money is not milde by the cultivation of drug crops by 
them.,el\'e~; but rather tluough the infrastructure it requires to get the illegal prodw:! 10 Ib 
market. for in~tance, the traffickers' clandestine landlllg strips in remote rural regions 
will not be open for legitimate products, thcy construct tunnels underneath the 
US,'l\1exican bordel and use other expensi\e assets to transpoI11he merchandIse to its 
destlnJtion, The inherent risk imolved \vith this typc of operation all contribute to thc 
expensIve price tag that drug traffickers must pay, Additionally, the cost oflhe dnlg 15 
eleyated. sometimes up to 800%, wIthin the dlstributlOn net of the drug dealer~. In all, 
these operating costs arc passed on to the WtlSUmer through exorbitant price increases flt 
the time of purchase 
This problem is everyone's problem From Mexico's perspeeti,;e, It expends great 
amounts of money, effort, and resources, even human li\'es, in the battle agalllst drug 
production and trafficking. But this alone has not and wlll not solve the problem Also, 
there eXlsts a feeling amongst Mexican nationals that the United States' war on drugs 
grates on Maican nationalism, For instance, imagine how LIS people would react to 
lIS 
POR agent~ from Mexico carrying weapons and directing independent investlgations on 
'L'S soil, or to use herbicides (paraquat) and police practices that are banned In MexIco 
As long as antisocial and corrupt elements within both countries contmue to organize the 
production. fmance, purchase, distribution. and conswnption of drugs, it will require 
great cooperation between the two countries to combat the nsing tide of drug~ From the 
US side, the supply-side approach of crop eradication and high-seas interdiction WII! have 
to be made part of a larger, more comprehensive solution. As an editorialist fOT the )\iew 
York Times said: "It is not that the Umted SlatlOS lost the war on drugs. It is rather that 
we never really decided to get into it '">t. What is required is a menu of tlexible and 
realistic optIOns. As Dr. Reuter notes In a recem Rand study, "unfortunately, there IS 
abundant evidence that the external policies adopted by the United State~ for the control 
of drugs have failed. The failure~ of CS internatIOnal proJ:,>Tams are not the result of 
incompetency or lIladequate resource.,. they are found mherently in thc structure of the 
problem They will do very linle to reduce drug abuse in the Linited Statcs ,,- -
AlthOllgh the drug problem itsclfhas no one single point of origin or cause. the acts 
of pohtlcai finger-pomting generate another isouc. Blame alld accusations havc becn a 
common practICe by some poiJtlcians; more so with US representatives. Some 1)S 
politicians. motivated by their 0\>'11 personal agendas, have used Mexico's socio-economlc 
and polillcal shortcomings as an excuse to cast Mexico as a scapegoat 011 thesc issues 
By the same token. because of thiS same asymmetry which cxist<;, Mexico has had to 
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learn to cope with these baseless and sUbjective accusations. All this in spite of the fact 
that corruption and violence, as collateral issues of the drug trafficking problem, exist on 
both sides of the border; violence being a larger problem in the US, while corruption is 
more rampant in Mexico. There is nothing to be benefited by trying to lay blame and 
make recriminations. However, even among the best of friends, distrust proliferates. The 
major exception to the expectation of better bilateral relations is the drugs interdiction 
effort. In spite of serious improved cooperation between the two nations' drug 
enforcement agencies in recent years. Mexicans feel that the United States can and must 
do more to discourage drug abuse at home. 
A working solution to the problem must explore new avenues of approach and 
implementation. For instance, if the United States wants to assist Mexico with its 
antidrug program, the United States must integrate drug control in hand with other 
Mexican priorities. The United States must learn that so long as drug trafficking 
continues to be so profitable with consumers, the cost of their best efforts to stop drugs 
from passing via Mexican territory will continue to rise. As it is now, the current struggle 
to repress drug trafficking by both the US and Mexico is insufficient in order to win. As 
partners, they must change current practices and recognize that this problem is one that 
concerns everyone in both countries, and that it is not something to be treated as a remote 
issue. 
The realization ofthls concept has recently come to light. Bruce Babbit has stated: 
"The challenge for both our coWltries is to work together toward a coherent, generally 
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understood and accepted set of bilateral policies grounded in a realistic understanding of 
the possibilities -and limitations-- imposed by historical and cultural realities."261 This 
sentiment was echoed in a prepared statement by Ann B. Wrobleski, that the spirit of 
cooperation was very much the theme sounded by President Reagan on June 3, when he 
met with 24 Mexican Legislators: "Where there is friction that is to be expected between 
friends. we must both try to find the true source of conflict and work for a solution. 
Nothlng of value in this world is free or comes easy, even good relations between 
neighbors. I am personally confident about the nature of our future relations."·&) 
In summary, the following are the main points that the United States and Mexico 
must strengthen in order to properly address the issue. They are consistent and should be 
considered in the design of their international policies. They should be based on mutual 
respect and acceptance of a geographic proximity that cannot be changed. 
The United States must acknowledge that the differences in the interests of these 
two nations derive from different historical experiences and levels of development 
and must respect those differing interests. Aggression and intervention cannot 
solve the problem. Aggressive words, such as,: " .. only in the 'banana republics' 
could a Latin American .... " and so on. Such should not be in a politician's 
vocabulary. Nor is the symptom manifest itself only on US rhetoric; there are deep 
anti-US feelings that manifest themselves in some Latin American speeches. 
Susan Kaufman Purcell. Mexico in Transition. Implications for US Policy. Essays from 
Both Si~s ofth.e Borde.-. pp,·i_\lii. 
,.., United States -Mexican Cooperation in Narcotics Control Effort. July 17,1986. House of 
Representatives. .Prepared Statement of Ann B. Wrobleski, Acting Assistant Secretary. Bureau of 
International Narcotics Matters, Department of Stales. p.80. 
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In order to obtain optima! results from their respective binational policies, the areas 
of coincidence, or common interest, should be examined and built upon together, in 
a mutually respecting framework. 
The United States must not pressure and, most of all, must not intervene in 
Mexico's internal political activity. Pressure against Mexico serves no purpose in 
this global war. Instead, it should collaborate in efforts to make Mexico a 
prosperous and stable country, without expecting Mexico to sacrifLce its national 
identity, sovereignity or its independence 
Although good personal relations between high government officials are helpful in 
carrying out fruitful negotiations, they cannot compensate for differences of interest 
that exist between the tv.'O countries 
To Mexlco, the maintainence of the pertinent independence of the past within the 
setting of an open economy and trade blocs is too high a price to pay for Mexico's elites 
and possibly for the country as a whole. However, the perspective of better living 
conditions in the long run have made the current government take this risk. Mexico made 
the most dramatic move toward U.S-Mexico cooperation when President Carlos Salinas 
de Gortari and his team began to pursue NAFT A 
As asserted by Jorge Carpizo, Secretary of Government: "The strengthening of the 
elimate of respect and joint responsibility that NAFTA will bring about will pennit an 
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increase in Mexican and US capabilities in fighting drug trafficking and other crimes 
such as organized crime, money laundering, and gunrurming." 
Treatment and the solution to this overwhelming problem will require time, 
dedication and effort on the behalf of both countries involved since Governmcnt coercion 
in a democratic country cannot substitute in place for an individual's decisions; and any 
attempt to reduce drug consumption will only create a black market for it, and its 
associated problems of violence, delinquency and corruption. A viable solution must 
address all aspects ofthe issue. Such as: 
• Demand Side 
1 A higher guidance effort about drugs in US universiti es and adult education 
programs, in attaching to programs currently in place for young school children 
2 Reorientation of distribution of resources: attack the demand side of the problem 
through prevention programs, treatmcnt and rehabilitation. 
3. Redefine thc drugs and include the so-called soft drugs, that produce more 
fatalities and murders. 
4. A mass mobilization and sensibilitation about the consequences of drug use and 
an involvement of every sector of the community; discourage experimentation 
with, acceptance and consumption of drugs . 
Supply Sidc 
I. Greater patronage for neighborhood organizations in the inner cities to retake, 
reconstruct, and revitalize neighborhoods. 
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2. Stronger penalties against drug producers, traffickers and dealers as well as hard 
3. Greater restriction of guns (the trade in drugs and guns is often connected). 
4, Greater supervision of US chemicals that are exported to Latin America that 
could be used for drug production. 
Although the list is not all inclusive, it demonstrates the degree at which the problem 
could be addressed 
While the historical relationship between Mexico and the CS has been marked, at 
various times and for various reasons, by disagreement, distrust, and political 
name-calling, the NAFT A agreement represents the possibility for cooperation that exists 
in the future. While the problems that exist may seem to be insurmountable, it must be 
recalled that the formation of envirorunents withm which to foster cooperative relations IS 
among the most difficult of foreign policy tasks. As the peoples of Mexico and the US 
learn to live with one another, accepting the various elements which comprise their 
national characters, there is every expectation that progress on issue~ of mutual concern 
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